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Conduct Board Rebrands
and Looks toward Future
KEVIN GREEN

"J-Board" was a term often
used by Longwood University
students as a shorthanded way
of referring to the university's
Judicial Board. Over the course
of the summer, the decision
was made to rename the student-led organization from Judicial Board to Conduct Board.
According to Longwood Director of Student Conduct and
Integrity Dr. Richard Chassey,
the move was to separate the
Longwood system from the legal system in the United States.
Chassey said this is because
the board members on the
Conduct Board are not enforcing U.S. law, but rather Longwood policy and code. This
code stems from the Longwood
Student Handbook, which is
available online. According to
Chassey, the removal of legal
terms is a way to let students
know "there is a difference between the two."
Because Longwood University policy is not state or federal
law, strikes do not go on a student's permanent record. This
includes the "three strike" policy. Strikes go on a students' record during their time at Longwood and remains on file for
three years after graduation.
It is standard operating procedure for an organization to
adjust their constitution after
a name change. According to
Longwood senior and Student Government Association

(SGA) Vice President Brian
Reid, these changes usually
pass with little problem.
In addition, Reid acknowledged that the changes to Conduct Board's constitution had
to be applied to the SGA constitution as well. This is due to
the fact that a member of Conduct Board serves as a representative on the SGA.
The change in name was also
reflected in the name of the
overarching office that oversees Honor Board and Conduct
Board. What used to be the
Office of Honor and Judicial
Programs is now the Office of
Student Conduct and Integrity.
Longwood University junior
and Conduct Board Vice-chair
Joseph Sanford said, "We try to
be an educational board ... we
do not simply punish people."
According to Sanford, the
board tries to inform students
to avoid "making certain mistakes on campus." One way
Conduct Board attempts to
inform the student body is
through the Outreach Committee. He said the purpose of this
committee is to "bring Conduct Board to campus."
According to Conduct Board
chairwoman Destiney Jones,
Conduct Board and the Outreach Committee are attempting to hold programs for students. At the moment, there
are no programs scheduled.
However Jones said the board
has been speaking with Longwood Seminars (LSEfyls) and
will hold a mock hearing in the
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near future.
Conduct Board holds mock
hearings every semester. The
next mock hearing is scheduled for some time before or
after Oktoberfest.
Along with the name change,
the constitution was amended
to reflect certain changes. According to Jones, the adjustments were put in place to fix
dated information. Among
them was a raise in grade point
average (GPA) requirements
for all members from a 2.3 to a
2.5.
Before the change, the 2.5
requirement was for members
who held an office or for chair
positions. Regarding the raise
in GPA, Jones said, "It looks
better to have everyone have a
2.5."
In addition, the constitution was amended to include
the extra day where Conduct
Board convenes. In the past,
the board used to convene two
days per week. According to
Jones, the added day was put
in place to deal with more code
violations. The meetings are
held every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 7 p.m.
Jones said, "Now that more
code violations are happening,
three nights are needed to accommodate everybody." As
to why there is an increase in
violations, Jones said, "There is
an increase of more students in
this school. So more students
[means] more opportunities to
violate the code.",
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The Heart of Families in
the Heart of Virginia
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
From Friday, Sept. 21 to Sunday, Sept. 23, Longwood students and their families joined
together to enjoy a weekend of
family activities and presentations for Family Weekend at
Longwood University. Families were given the opportunity to learn about the campus
and Farmville area, the history

behind both and all the advantages and possibilities students
are given after having taken
the step to becoming a Lancer.
Many activities ranged from
informational to simply entertaining. On Friday evening,
parents were able to attend a
meet and greet reception with
Longwood faculty and staff
hosted by the Longwood University Parent's Council as
well as attend the fourth an-

nual Parents Association meeting the morning afterwards.
Additionally, families were
able to attend many activities,
such as a Casino Night, a Golf
Tournament and various Lawn
Games, one being Game Patrol,
a trailer filled with video game
consoles and more.
On Saturday, Professor of Anthropology Dr. James Jordan...
R E A D M O R E O N PG. S

Family Weekend hosted a casino night on Friday Sept. 21 in the Blackwell Ballroom,
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BECCA LUNDBERG

Nexos Editor
Local woman Inetha Carr, along with several supporters, brought her fight for justice to downtown
Farmville with a civil rights protest on Sept. 20.
Carr, who was allegedly attacked in the workplace
twice by a male co-worker in 1998, protested for her
rights as an employee in front of H.O.P.E. Community Services last Thursday.
As reported in The Rotunda in August, Carr worked
for Central Piedmont Action Council (CPAC), now
reorganized as H.O.P.E., as an outreach specialist
when she was reportedly attacked. She said the organization did not take responsibility for the attack
and she will not cease protesting until she has been
compensated for her injuries.
Following the alleged attack, Carr said CPAC did
not take responsibility for the co-worker's actions.
The second time he attacked her, she said the damage
was so severe that she was left permanently disabled.
According to Carr, who has taken her case to the
courts, the FBI and Consumer Affairs, her case is at
the point where it needs to be taken to the executive
branch so President Barack Obama can request that
the Justice Department reassess it.
Congressman Robert Hurt (R) has written a letter
to Obama on behalf of Carr's case, asking Obama
to address the United States Department of Justice.
She believes Obama will respond to the letter in the
near future. She hopes word of the protest will get
Obama's attention.
Betty Kenneybrew, senior pastor of Temple Rock of
Ages Assembly in Washington, D.C., has supported
Carr's case for years. She believes Carr should not
stop protesting until she feels justice has been served.
"If you don't stand for something, you'll fall for anything," she said.
Carr agreed with Kenneybrew's sentiment. "I refuse to step down when an employer has done
wrong," she said. "As a citizen of the United States, I
can stand for justice, and it is not a violation."
In addition to Kenneybrew, several other individu-
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Prince Edward local Inetha Carr holds a civil rights protest in the hopes that her message will reach Washington, D.C.

als protested with Carr, including Ray Kenneybrew,
Betty's husband; Julius Walker, assistant pastor of
Temple Rock of Ages Assembly; Shirley Stewart, pastor of Victorious Covenant Sabbath House of Prayer
in Richmond; and her husband Larry Stewart.
According to Shirley, Carr has been part of Victorious Covenant Sabbath House of Prayer for nearly
nine years. "Whatever injustice she has suffered, we
wanted her to know we are supporting her."
Doug Mooney, chief of police of the Farmville Police Department, showed up at the protest to make
sure the protest was done legally. He said as long as
a walkway on the sidewalk was clear for pedestrian
traffic, the protest was perfectly legal.

Carr said several Longwood University students
came up to her and asked what the protest was being held for and how they could help. She said their
thoughtfulness gave her hope.
As for H.O.P.E.'s reaction to the protest, Carr believes they will most likely continue to ignore her
tight for justice. She said "It continues to let them —
and the public — know that they have done wrong
and did not address this, they tried to sweep it under
the r u g . . . "
Carr appreciated the opportunity to hold up protest
signs with her supporters and actively fight for her
rights in front of H.O.P.E. "It was just a great feeling,"
she said. "I think I have made a statement."

The Polls: The Election Year Roller Coaster
EJ DOWLING

Asst. News Editor
As the presidential election
looms only 45 or so days
away, political polls are in full
swing, taking over the nightly
news. There are websites
specifically dedicated to the
official election polls, and
there are even websites that
mock these election polls.
These poll-themed websites
are set up for students,
teachers and parents to
follow the election and use
different materials and types
of information to help track
and understand the election
and what is going on around
the country in this political
climate.
According to recent polls
conducted by Gallup.com,
President Barack Obama
is leading with 48 percent,
with Republican presidential
nominee Mitt Romney behind
wjth 46 percent.
Many different types of
polling are used throughout
the country. The kind of
sample a poll releases
depends heavily on the
type of group that is polled.
Some
institutions
poll
"likely voters" and others
poll "registered voters." The

questions that those being
polled are asked are also very
important when it comes to
reading polls.
The Political Science Club
at Longwood University was
recently polled about polling
itself. When the members
were asked what their
opinions on polls were, many
of those involved in the club
agreed that polls help gage
the country's feelings at that
time.
Sarah
Donaghue,
a
sophomore political science
major, said, "Polling helps the
public get a general opinion,"
while junior global political
science major Emily Wilkins
said polling is a "necessary
evil."
Just as in everyday American
life, the Political Science Club
had varied opinions.. Taylor
Swiderski, a senior political
science major, believes "a
public opinion poll is no
substitute for thought." James
Driver, also a senior political
science major, said that polls
make it "too difficult to set an
accurate sample."
Many believe that when
polling
institutions
and
other websites release polls,
they must be very careful
about how they word their

questions.
In
freshman going for Libertarian Party throughout the fall and into
political science major Daniel nominee Gary Johnson and November. Whether or not
they help voters decide whom
Rubin's opinion, "polling four percent undecided.
questions can cause the data
The other types of questions to vote for, or even give
to misrepresent opinion by that pollsters ask are leading useful knowledge toward the
asking simple' questions for a questions such as, "Is the election, polls will continue
complex topic."
country headed in the right to be the permanent roller
President of the Political direction?" Prospects appear coaster during any election
Science Club and political to look better for Romney year.
For more information on
science major Pete Martin according to Politico.com's
said, "Polls are pointless, and report that 52 percent of polling and recent election
you could probably find one Florida voters say the country news, visit Gallup.com or
where a badger is leading the is headed in the wrong Politico.com's election 2012
web pages.
race." He believes statistical direction.
models like the NYTimes.
The polls will continue
com FiveThirtyEight blog
or Emory University's
Votamatic
are
more
accurate in predicting the
Heavy rainfall caused Gross Brandt Creek to flood the
winner of an election, as
they gather hundreds of
Virginia Street Parking Lot behind Longwood Landings on
polls.
Sept 23,2011, significantly damaging several students' card.
There are clearly very
The Longwood University Police Department directly
different
views
at contacted students whose cars were parked in the lot
Longwood about polling
About 50 students had to move their cars, several of which
and polls in general in the were damaged.
politics of America.
i In 2008, the creek flooded several cars in the Virginia
In recent polls taken in
Street Parking Lot as well. As a result of these floods, the
the battleground state
of Florida, Politico.com university decided to convert the parking lot into commuter spaces in spring 2012 so fewer cars would be damaged in
reports that the Tampa
the event of flooding in the future.
Bay
Times/ Miami
A smaller flood occurred in Wheeler Hall on Sept. 23 only
Herald/Bay News 9 polls
a
few hours before the Virginia Street Parking Lotflood.A
has President Obama up
48 percent among likely portion of a toilet's pipe malfunctioned, flooding a twovoters versus the 47 room suite and a small portion of the hallway on die third
percent leaning toward
floor of the residence hall. The area was cleaned within
Romney, with one percent
hours, and there was no major damage reported.
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Politics Club Corner: The Great Debate Begins
a strong feature of Romney's rhetoric, but it's dif- horrible turn of politics. Some have suggested this
ficult to see whether it is the right question to ask. means they will be closer to the action and have a
Columnist
Voters appear to have an understanding that greater drive to vote and "take part" in the electhe
economy isn't entirely Obama's fault. A re- tion.
So it begins. Debate season is almost upon us
That being said, if s difficult to see whether social
cent
Heartland Monitor poll found respondents
and the spin machines have started up in earnest.
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney believe they are worse off than four years ago, networking will chart a new course or go the way
is an experienced debater because of the brutal but better off because of Obama. The conflicting of door-to-door activism. Obama was the clear
Republican primaries. President Barack Obama evidence appears to show that voters are cutting champion in the 2008 social network campaign,
has the beautiful rhetoric of "Change" and "For- Obama slack for a poor economy that isn't getting driving voters to the polls and raising funds for
the campaign, but this time if s different.
ward." Paul Ryan has sparkly blue eyes for the better, but isn't getting worse either.
Both campaigns are investing heavily in social
How Romney will handle this defensive argucamera close up and Biden isn't a pushover.
Both campaigns will be highlighting the rhetori- ment isn't clear, but it is safe to say he has plenty media, whether it be YouTube ads or Facebook,
cal qualities of the other candidate in an attempt of time to drive home the argument. The same and it might seem a bit of a turn-off to some in an
to make the beat down from the October debates cannot be said for the 15 minutes on healthcare area that, until recently, has been the domain of
seem that much bigger. With less than two weeks reform, which should be an interesting, if not en- our private lives for years.
until the first presidential debate, both candidates tertaining, segment of Romney trying to distance
Peter Martin and Kramer Anderson run the Politics
will be forming their perfect answers to those dif- himself from his own healthcare bill, which was
the model for Obama's reform.
Club, a non-partisan group that meets Thursday at 4
ficult questions.
All told, the debate looks to be interesting for p.m. in Ruffner 254. Email us at peter.martin@live.
The first debate on domestic policy will cover
the economy, the role of government, health care other reasons. The second round of debates in longwood.edu and harold.anderson@live.longwood.
and "governing." To show its importance, a full an era of social integration, they will be held on edu.
half of the debate will be devoted to the econo- a dwindling media platform in an era of Twitter
my. The all-telling question of "Are you better off and Facebook. They will be live-blogged, tweeted "' This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
than you were four years ago?" will certainly be minute by minute and "fact checked" — the new does not represent the vinos of The Rotunda or Longtoood
KRAMER ANDERSON

University.
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The Fountains Back in Operation after a Long Hiatus The Evolution of
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
Recently, Longwood University underwent a
drought and a widespread campaign to address
the drought. It was called "Zap the Tap," and was
an effort to convince Longwood students of the
real peril their water table was in and what they
could do about it.
The campaign had two very visible representations: a shower with gallon buckets of water behind it and the fact that, for much of the past five
weeks, Longwood has been without its fountains.
Then last week, the fountains turned back on
and authorities were there to explain.
Louise Waller, Space Planning and Real Properties manager, and Kelly Martin, Sustainability
coordinator, were among them. Waller explained
that the status of our drought warning was decided upon when the Longwood University Board
of Visitors (BOV) discussed both the water and
the drought.
According to Waller, "The [BOV] was encouraged with information that given the extra measures the town has taken, including additional
well capacity and the water levels of the Appomattox River, that the water supply was no longer in danger."
Waller also explained that even though water
usage was never restricted in a mandatory fashion, "I think what should still come out of this is
an awareness of where out water comes from and
that it's a finite resource and we need to know

how we use it."
A big part of this voluntary responsibility. Waller
said, was "encouraging students to shorten the
length of their showers and to wash full loads of
laundry; not just wash one pair of underwear."
Martin said of the fountain water itself: "It's
mostly recycled. There's only evaporation that
makes them have to put water in there so they
can function well, periodically. It was just a good
measure for that to be the first thing to be discontinued because it is very visible."
Martin then explained, beyond this symbolism,
"there were a lot of operational missions that we
did behind the scenes. Irrigation is a good example. We reduced the irrigation and stopped washing our cars and campus vehicles."
Ben Myers, director of facilities operations, and
David Love, director of landscaping and grounds,
also chimed in. Myers, whose jurisdiction covers
the operation facilities, including building operations system, steam plant, utilities, electrical,
shops, carpentry, HVHC, key shop, motor pool
[and possibly] the plumbers, also interfaced with
the campus water concerns in so much as it is "a
commodity and [Longwood University pays] for
the water."
Myers explained, "We do use a lot of water:
showers and cooking and cleaning and laundry. We do not want to use more water than we
should or need to so we're constantly looking at
our systems to make sure they're tight."
Outside of the maintenance of Longwood University's expenditures with water, Myers said,

"We are very environmentally conscious. So,
we're aware of where the water sources are: The
Appomattox River and some of the wells Farmville has dug. We're a customer just like the
townsfolk. I think from just our position we try
to be very aware. So we do our best from a day
to day basis."
Myers said "limiting the time in the showers was probably the biggest bang for your buck"
and that the university really had to "weigh student inconvenience against the severity of the
drought" during the drought response.
Offering more information about the drought,
Love said, "Overall, the whole thing that we really need to look at is being conscious of our water use anyway. The "Zap the Tap" promotion really should be an ongoing thing anyway just to
reduce the water waste. I think looking forward
into the future, water's a big commodity that we
all need to be looking at."
From his position with landscaping, Love will
effect water usage by "doing some overseeding
... coming back in the next three or four weeks."
From an administrative point of view, he and
others will look at ways to improve future water
usage. Love said, "if we're using less dollars on
water maybe we can take some of the dollar savings and we can spend it on technology that can
help us do that. Instead of using rain censors that
only shut a system off when if s raining, if we use
soil sensors, it'll tell us if the soil is too wet or wet
enough and that helps improve everything."

ASHLEY ROMERO

What do former dessert shops, locally owned frozen yogurt places off
of Main Street and a large portion of
houses across the country have in
common? "For Sale" signs with big
red letters that aren't likely to come
down in this economy without a
fight.
In this particular battle, the underdog would be considered the Federal
Reserve's Sept. 13 announcement of
launching a third round of quantitative easing, also known as QE3.
In freshman Brenden O'Hara's
terms, this means that "what they
are going to do is fire up the presses to print a whole bunch of money
off, and push it into the economy
through the stock market."
While no money is literally being printed, the Federal Reserve's
monetary policy committee agreed
to purchase $40 billion per month
of agency mortgage-backed securities, using basically nothing but a
big IOU. With this kind of income
pumping blood into the veins of the
United States economy, the hope is
to create a pulse.
Ideally, by building the confidence
of business owners with this influx
of money, they will start hiring employees without fear of the current
recession. The question is whether

SGA Swears in Senators and Announces Committees
Hand, Foot and Mouth
^Disease Infects
4tampden-Sydney College
BECCA lUNDBERG
NeuvI Editor.
Local Hampden-Sydney College
ffla|j|| has announced an outbreak
III hand, foot and mouth disease
M p l f D V I contagious viral illness.
HSC'» website reports that there
have been less than a dozen suspected cases at due college.
According to the Mayo Clinic,
itkoee afflicted with HFMD often
Ant. have. a fever before having
symptoms of a sore throat and possibly H poor appetite. About one or
fwodays following the feven these
with the disease may have painful
i o n s in the mouth or tfooat.with
¿rashcfe on the hands and feet soon
HFMD can be spread through nasal secretions or throat discharge,
aabva, fluid blisters, stool and droprag 1n the air following a cough or
Those with HFMD normalrecover within seven to l0 <fey&
as contacted §1r comment
information
what is provided on their
mi

E ) DOWLING

Asst. News Editor

I t has been a rough week
for me, as well as for the
newfound competitors of my
political science class' Iron
Man Competition, or "the real|
Olympic games." Two new
people have thrown their hats|
into the ring, and the sort of
retraction I printed last week
about Benjamin Clark is no
longer relevant because he is
now back in the competition,
NEWS
too.
COLUMN
I promise you all this: next
week I will have a whole
interview with all three of the competitors. It
has just been one of those weeks. I am sure you
all know what I am talking about. Midterm
grades are around the corner, and it seems like
the fall semester is flying by.
As I went through the motions of this week,
I kept trying to create funny moments to write
about and share, but then I soon realized that
creating funny moments and actually just letting them happen are two very different things.
Have you ever been sitting in class and you
are trying so hard to pay attention, but there is
a bird, a squirrel or even a bee in the classroom
that is just telling you to be distracted? Yeah,
that was me all week. For whatever reason,
listening to lectures was quite the task.
I have had this problem before, but I really
QE3 is David or Goliath.
dents like OHara be more likely to letter to the chairman, signed by 23 think it is becoming an epidemic for most
When deciding whether or not to downgrade their unlimited meal "Republican-leaning financial ex- college students. Like I said before, it is about
take this unconventional, economi- plans, but may also face harder hits perts," as mentioned by The Atlan- midterm time, when seniors realize they need
cal route, 11/12 of the voting mem- after graduating when trying to pay tic, "demanded immediate halt to to crack down and get their work done, juniors
bers of the Federal Open Market off student loans.
the program."
realize they still have another four semesters,
Committee voted for quantitative
The Weimar Republic printed
The experts did not see a need for sophomores are excited about not being fresheasing.
money in the 1920s post World War inflation to be pushed higher after men and freshmen are finally realizing that
However, Richmond Federal Re- II. Hie hyperinflation that followed the second attempt at quantitative college, or at least Longwood, is not as scary as
serve President Jeffrey Lacker voted was so severe that according to easing was announced in November they thought it would be.
against it. With the $16 trillion deficit Time Magazine, the children of Ger- 2010.
Dear freshmen, I promise college does not
the country is currently facing, Lack- many "used bank notes as toys. They
Paul Kruger, American economist get easier. You get smarter. You grow up, and
er "opposed additional asset pur- weren't much use for anything else." and opinion editorialist of the New you begin to find who you really are. As the
chases at this time," according to a
Historical precedents such as the York Times, leveled with Bernanke years go on and the classes and semesters pass,
press release by The Federal Reserve Weimar Republic are the reasons that in writing that "the idea here is that you will realize how much you have changed.
Bank of Richmond.
foreign central bankers have been at- by indicating its willingness to let Sometimes the change is good, and sometimes
"Further monetary stimulus now is tacking Federal Reserve Chairman the economy rip for a while, the Fed the change is not so good. But you will grow
unlikely to result in a discernible im- Ben Bernanke, as the alleged weak- can encourage more private-sector into yourself, so do not be afraid.
provement in growth, but if it does, ening of the dollar essentially hurts spending right away."
I know what you are thinking; if this random
if s also likely to cause an unwanted their exports.
Kruger believes that with QE3, girl who writes a column for the school newsincrease in inflation," added Lacker.
"Our world was rocked when Ben "corporations will be encouraged by paper told me not to be afraid of something, I
Moderate inflation may improve Bernanke announced this whole QE3 the prospect of higher future sales; would not really listen. I am just offering some
the functioning of labor markets; and into infinity," said Associate Pro- stocks will rise, increasing wealth, free advice, so take it, or leave it; it's entirely up
however, with money supply growth fessor of Business Law Dr. Claire La- and the dollar will fall, making U.S. to you.
this excessive, there is danger of Roche. "If s going to ruin our credit exports more competitive."
When I first came to Longwood, I was scared,
sparking hyperinflation.
around the world."
Despite predictions and psycho- and I mean absolutely terrified. I wanted to fit
OHara fears that engaging in
LaRoche believes that the Fed's de- logical appeal of both sides of the in, to make friends and for people to like me. I
quantitative easing "is not going to cision to buy 61 cents on every dollar argument and all of the controversy was really lucky that my roommate was perhurt us initially, but eventually, in- of U.S. debt will inevitably devalue pervading the air since Bernanke's haps the coolest person ever. She really taught
flation is going to reach ridiculous the dollar. "I don't mind paying more announcement, the Federal Reserve me a great deal.
amounts." He said he would most taxes if it is going to help pay down is in a critical position to help get the
I do not even think my roommate knows
likely not spend the same amount of the deficit," said LaRoche. "What I economy started.
that she was the one who taught me to just be
money at Longwood he usually does do mind is paying additional taxes
Now that the decision has been myself, and if people don't like it, then who
if that occurred because he would be for additional spending. That both- made, the future of the Longwood cares? I am my own person, and you are too.
forced to pay off a higher loan on a ers'me."
community, the U.S. and the future Do not be afraid to be yourself, and in the wise
higher interest rate.
LaRoche, O'Hara and foreign cen- of this country's foreign relations words of my roommate of nearly three years,
If QE turns out to be a wolf in tral bankers are not the only ones are all betting their bottom dollar on "Be yourself, 'cause you are already pretty awesheep's clothing, not only will stu- who oppose Bernanke's decision. A quantitative easing.
some."
During my college career of a whopping
almost two and a half years, I have tried to
surround myself with people who really know
me and love me for who I am. That last part
sounded like a song form the "Pocahontas"
BECCA LUNDBERG
Legislative Affairs chair, newsstands. She said put- Link could be drafted.
sound track; I guess no column is complete
News Editor
Gina DeMarco is the Stu- ting fewer papers in the
Knight mentioned that he without a least one Disney reference.
dent Services chair, Kasey stands could save money.
recently met with Interim
I recently saw this quote on Pinterest — yes, I
The Tuesday, Sept. 25 Haddock is the Publicity
An issue the SGA spent President Marge Connelly use Pinterest... every day, it is serious problem
Student
Government and Social chair and Black a great deal of time dis- to discuss choosing sculp- — which said something along the lines of you
Association (SGA) meet- is the Spirit Committee cussing was the Janet D. tures to display on campus start to act like the five people you spend the
ing began with a closed chair. The rest of the sena- Greenwood Library clos- a more interactive process most time with. If that scares you, then maybe
session, allowing the tors will serve under the ing hours. Several senators for students.
it is not a bad thing.
Senate to appoint an ex- chairs of these committees. said students have conHe said there may be a
The five people I spend the most time with
ecutive senator.
In open forum, one sena- cerns about the lights flick- poll with a list of options are pretty awesome and very unique, and I do
Following the closed tor brought up the fact that ering 15 minutes before for students to choose notice myself starting to act like them after a
session, the SGA revealed the mirror in the tunnel closing.
from.
while. This Is nothing to be ashamed of! You
that Senator Leighan between the Colonnades
They said they would
The Student Finance can be your own person and still have a few
Worden had been ap- is broken and caused stu- like for employees to wait Committee (SFC) then allo- qualities that other people give you. Or at least
pointed to the position of dents concernuntil exactly dosing time, cated $2,510 to the Society that is what I believe.
executive senator.
Knight said Iler Field was midnight, to ask students of Physics.
I try to set goals for myself every week.
After the announcement recently filled with trash to leave instead of rushing
The Student Union Advi- Sometimes I make them, and sometimes they
of Worden's appoint- and the ROTC cleaned up students.
sory Board, Lancer Produc- just turn into something to kick myself for later.
ment, she was sworn the mess.
Another senator asked if tions and SGA requested This week one of my goals is to pay more atteninto the SGA along with
He encouraged student the possibility of changing $10,000 from the EPAA ac- tion in class, not check out when I see a squirrel
George Werbacher as ju- organizations that may the library closing time to a count for Campus Movie out the window.
nior class representative, use the field to clean up later hour could be brought Fest, but it was not apAfter writing this, I hope that it will help
David Clipp as press after themselves, and Vice to the Faculty Senate.
proved because senators some people realize they are awesome and that
secretary, Lindsay Gray- President Brian Reid said
While it has been brought felt the budget could be your friends love you and want to be around
bill as Honors Student he would send emails to all forth to the Faculty Senate lowered.
you; that is why they are your friends. So go
Association Representa- oiganization presidents.
before and the hours were
The SFC then granted out and set a goal for yourself.
tive and Dustin Black as
Another senator said not changed due to finan- $2,000 to SEAL and $774 to
Go live life and try hard with everything you
Spirit Committee chair.
organizations outside of cial issues, Knight said Chess Club. $545 was then do, and do not be afraid to be yourself in anySGA President Donald campus that use the field he would bring it to them re-allocated to the Outdoor thing that you put your mind to.
Knight then announced should also be contacted again.
Club.
the SGA committees. He regarding clean use of the
Another hot button issue
Lastly, the SGA allocated
said while the Senate field.
brought up during open $1,995 to The Rotunda.
searches for an Academic
Another senator men- forum was students' confuThe next SGA meeting
Affairs
representative, tioned that the newspa- sion and frustrations with will take place on Oct. 2 in
Executive Senator Haley pers such as The New York CollegiateLink. Reid said a the BC rooms of Lankford
*** This editorial is an opinio>i stated by the writer and
Vest will fulfill that role. Times in Dorrill Dining fact sheet with information Student Union.
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longippod
Shannon Rosedale is the Hall are flowing out of the on how to use CollegiateUniversity.

Bernanke Shocks many by Betting the Bottom Dollar on QE3
Contributor
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Student center named for alumna
in recognition of record gift of $4 million

U N I V F .
Sept. 21,2012

Farmville, Va.—Longwood University's future student center has been named for an alumna whose $4 million commitment to the project is the largest capital gift in the university's
history.
The naming of the Norman H. and Elsie Stossel Upchurch University Center, approved Sept.
15 by the university's Board of Visitors, recognizes a 1943 graduate and her late husband. Mrs.
Upchurch, a retired teacher and guidance counselor who lives in Front Royal, made the commitment after her husband died last year.
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Beloved Longwood Professor Honored with Naming
of Archaeology Field School

Sept. 25,2012

Longwood University's archaeology field school now bears the name of one of the university's
most beloved faculty members.
The naming of the James W. Jordan Archaeology Field School, approved Sept. 15 by the university's Board of Visitors, recognizes the legacy of the longtime professor of anthropology who founded the field school in 1980 and directed it for 17 years, has received countless teaching awards and
has been an icon among Longwood students.

"This is the largest single commitment to any one project and clearly the largest commitment to a Longwood capital project," said H. Franklin Grant, longtime Longwood fundraiser
and associate vice president for university advancement. "Mrs. Upchurch's commitment
raises the bar for Longwood capital projects and helps ensure that we no longer have the oldest student center among Virginia public colleges. Elsie is a true treasure."

"Dr. Jordan is a legend at Longwood," said Dr. Brian Bates '92, who studied under Jordan and
now chairs the Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal Justice Studies. "In his 34
years at Longwood, he has taught nearly 11,000 students in his various courses, and I wouldn't be
at all surprised if he remembers each and every person's name — he is that good. Dr. Jordan embodies what we believe are the best attributes of Longwood. He is a scholar of the first order. His
love of learning and the concomitant love of teaching that he exudes have impacted untold lives in
ways that he could never imagine."

Upchurch initially made a $1 million commitment to the student center in August 2011, six
months after the death of her husband, retired president of the Richmond, Fredericksburg and
Potomac Railroad Credit Union. In May 2012, she increased the commitment to $4 million.

An aggressive campaign is under way by Jordan's friends, former students and colleagues to
raise $500,000 to endow die field school, which would provide a perpetual operating fund. Some
$200,000 has been raised toward that goal.

A new student center is the top priority among building projects in Longwood's current
capital campaign, which will conclude June 30, 2013, one year prior to the university's 175th
anniversary year. Construction is expected to begin in late 2014 or early 2015. It will be built
on the site of the Cunningham Residence Halls, which will be razed. Renovating Cunningham
would be cost-prohibitive. Estimated cost of the Upchurch Center is $30 million.

On June 2,1980, nearly two years after joining die faculty, Jordan led the first group of Longwood
students to the Anna's Ridge Site (named for his older daughter, then two) in Cumberland State
Forest for the first official excavation by the Archaeology Field School. Jordan directed the field
school until 1997 when Bates took over.

"A new university center is absolutely vital to the ongoing success of our students," said Interim President Marge Connelly. "This facility will not only provide students with an inviting
and up-to-date space in which they can study and socialize, it will also provide a home and
meeting space for many of our clubs and student organizations. I am so appreciative of Mrs.
Upchurch's outstanding gift, and it has been very clear to me in our conversations that she
still feels deeply for Longwood and fully understands the continued importance of developing citizen leaders."
Upchurch was called a "true representative of the Longwood citizen leader" in a resolution also approved by the Board of Visitors. As a Longwood student—she arrived at what
was then the Farmville State Teachers College in the school's 100th anniversary year—she
was president of the Dramatic Club and a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. She is a former president of the
Longwood Alumni Association (1957-59).
After graduating from Longwood with a B.A. in English, Upchurch taught in Ashland for
one year and for several years at a Richmond junior high school. She earned a master's degree
in guidance from Columbia University in 1948 and became a guidance counselor for the Richmond schools, working at Chandler and then Binford middle schools before retiring in 1983.
During her career, Upchurch was active in numerous professional organizations in the Richmond area. She was president of the Junior High Teachers Association, the League of Richmond Teachers, the Virginia Education Association's District C and the local chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma, an honorary society for women educators.
Upchurch also is active in Front Royal, her hometown, to which she returned after retiring.
She is a former president of the Garden Club of Warren County, and she is the organist and
choir director at Rockland Community Church. She is a lifelong member and elder at Front
Royal Presbyterian Church, where she chairs the Christian Fellowship Committee. She likes to
travel and has visited every continent except Antarctica.
Working with Grant, Susan Soza of McLean, a 1962 Longwood alumna who is a member of
the campaign steering committee and at the time was a member of the Board of Visitors, was
"very instrumental" in securing Upchurch's support for the center, Grant said. Soza also has
made a significant gift to the Upchurch Center.

"I wish that the Archaeology Field School could have been named for the approximately 2,100
students who have stuck a trowel in the ground since 1980," said Jordan. "Those 2,100 dirt-eaters
have done the real work — have sweated in the heat and had ticks up their legs."
The field school program provides year-round opportunities for students to participate in ongoing research projects at various sites, including the island of Tortola in the British Virgin Islands
and Longwood's Hull Springs Farm. The field school has excavated every summer since 1997 at
the site of an American Indian village (occupied between about 950-1425 A.D.) within Staunton
River Battlefield State Park in Charlotte County.
A native of New Stanton, Pa. who majored in economics as an undergraduate, Jordan became
interested in what would become his life's work as a graduate student in sociology at the University of Connecticut. After frequently seeing students who "seemed to be having a good time," he
asked them their major and was told they were archaeologists. As soon as he graduated with a
master's in sociology, he re-enrolled and earned another master's in anthropology. He later picked
up a Ph.D. in anthropology and taught at Georgia State University for two years before coming to
Longwood to launch an anthropology program.
Since coming to Longwood, Jordan has carried out an extensive program of field research at prehistoric and historic archaeological sites in central Virginia and the Potomac River Valley, conducted a study of an English village, and visited and studied archaeological collections in Syria and the
Kingdom of Jordan. He has taken Longwood students to England since 2005 to study prehistoric
and medieval archaeological sites such as Stonehenge and Bath.
Jordan was selected the Virginia Professor of the Year by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching in 1995, was one of 11 faculty members throughout the state to receive an
Outstanding Faculty Award from the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia in 1992 and
has received numerous Longwood honors, including the Fuqua Excellence in Teaching Award five
times and the Student-Faculty Recognition Award three times. He is a naturalist for Virginia State
Parks, a technical adviser for the television program "Bones" and, as chief faculty marshal, a familiar figure leading the procession and carrying the Longwood mace at academic ceremonies.
At the end of every archaeological project conducted by Jordan, he gathers the students and,
while they're seated on a log, reads a passage from "Black Elk Speaks", a famous 1932 book based
on interviews with a Sioux medicine man. "There is a line in which Black Elk says, 'Let my people
live once more,'" said Jordan. "This always becomes emotional; even guys will cry. We have 'let
these people live once more.' We are touching things from the past. The only way to do that is in
the field, by physical contact with the olden days."

Avast! What You Can Expect This Arghhhtoberfest!
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
This is it. The climax to the fall semester. The big
kahuna. Thafs right. Oktoberfest - or should I say
Arghhhtoberfest?
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Organized by Longwood University's Geist
Chapter of Mortar Board, this annual tradition is
looked forward to by the entirety of the student
body.
Mortar Board Co-Selections Chairman Taylor
Bedsworth commented on the annual event say*
ing, "Oktoberfest weekend exemplifies Longwood spirit and what it
means to be a Lancer. Activities such
as color wars, Dr. Jordan's bonfire,
the Alzheimer's Walk and a day filled
with booths and bands represent the
various aspects that make being a student at Longwood awesome."
This upcoming Sunday, Sept. 30 will
mark the beginning of Spirit Week
with Professor of Anthropology Dr.
James Jordan's Bonfire, an event that
rekindles the spirit of Oktoberfest by
remembering its history and its influence on modern culture. Dr. Jordan's
Bonfire will start at 9:30 p.m. and will
be located on Iler Field.
Dr. Jordan's Bonfire is such a notable
aspect of Oktoberfest, Bedsworth described the event as more of a "bond
fire" then a bonfire.
Nominations for Mr. and Mrs. Oktoberfest begun earlier this week
on Monday and will continue until
Thursday, Sept. 27. Nominations may
be submitted in Dorrill Dining Hall to
Mortar Board from 1130 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. and from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
So, starting this upcoming week from
Monday, Oct. 1 to Friday, Oct. 5, Spirit
Week will go underway, celebrating
not only Longwood spirit and tradition, but also Longwood's dedication
to its inclusion with the community.
Be sure to represent your school spirit by gussying up with the following
themes:

On Monday, Oct. 1, it is Longwood Spirit Day.
That means wear any shirts that are white, blue
or are Longwood-spin ted. Take a peek inside the
Longwood Book Store if interested in getting yourself a new Lancer sweatshirt or tank top or two.
Represent with the best threads.
On l\iesday, Oct. 2, don your pirate hat, eye patch
and peg leg for Dress like a Pirate Day. Be sure to
say a few, "Arrs" and "Ahoys," else you look like a
land lubber. Savvy?
On Wednesday, Oct. 3, it is Oktoberfest T-Shirt
Day, so be sure to snatch yourself your very own
T-shirt before they run out. All Oktoberfest T-shirts
are on sale in Dorrill Dining Hall. Short-sleeve
shirts are priced at $10, and long-sleeve shirts are
priced at $15.
On Thursday, Oct. 4, represent your class colors
by wearing green or red. Can't remember which
color you are? All classes that will graduate in even
years are red (sophomores and juniors), and all
classes that graduate in odd years are green (freshman and seniors). Don't forget that green and red
put together make Lancer blue!
On Thursday, Sigma Kappa's Alzheimer Memory
Walk will also be under way. Registration to walk
starts at 4 p.m., and the walk begins at 5 p.m. Be
sure to support your Longwood community by
taking that extra mile to help out those around you
and raise awareness of Alzheimer's.
On Friday, Oct. 5, it is the day you have been
waiting for. Yes, this is the climax of your fall semester. Don't lie. If s White Out Day, so wear your
whitest, least cared about T-shirt and slip it on for
Longwood University's ever-exciting, ever-appreciated tradition. Color Wars.
With die green class on one side and the red class
on die other, Longwood students dive toward each
other on Iler Field, flinging buckets of red, green
and blue watered down paint until the previously
white T-shirts are splattered and tye-dyed Lancer
style.
After taking a quick rinse off, Longwood University's campus radio station, WMLU 91.3 FM,

will host Battle of the Bands starting at 5:30 p.m.
Currently, the radio station is still looking for more
band members to sign up and possibly win $500 if
deemed the best of the best, the winner of the great
battle ... of the bands. The winner of Battle of the
Bands will also open for the annual WMLU tradition, Bandfest, in the spring semester. Go online to
the WMLU website to find out more information.
Finally, what everyone's been waiting for. Arghhhtoberfest will commence on Saturday, Oct. 6
with music, performances, booths and a day-long
opportunity you cannot miss.
A variety of Longwood clubs and organizations
will collect on Stubbs Lawn, decorating booths and
selling assortments of goodies from photo opportunities to customized painted glasses to food, and
it doesn't end there.
Listed on the Arghhhtoberfest 2012 Facebook
event page, bands expected to participate this fall
include:
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.: Student Entertainment
(Lancer Stage)
130 p.m. to 2:20 p.m.: Photosynthecizer (Lancer
Stage)
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.: A Rocket to the Moon
(Longwood Stage)
3:40 p.m. to 4:55 p.m.: Sunny Sweeney (Lancer
Stage)
5:05 p.m. to 6 p.m.: Suckerpunch (Longwood
Stage)
6:30 p.m. to 7:45 p.m.: Carbon Leaf (Longwood
Stage)
7:55 p.m. to 8:55 p.m.: Oxymorrons (Lancer Stage)
9:10 p.m. to 1030 p.m.: James Otto (Longwood
Stage)
Times are subject to change.
To stay aware of any updates that may occur until
Arghhhtoberfest, go online to the Longwood University Mortar Board weebly website or to the Arghhhtoberfest Facebook Event page.
For now, practice your pirate lingo and whatever
you do, don't walk the plank! Arghhhtoberfest will
be here right before you know it

Family Weekend Reaches Out to Parents and Students
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

gave a presentation on the history
of Longwood University in the ABC
rooms of the Lankford Student Union
at 10:30 a.m. Passing around a few
trays of artifacts found in the grounds
around Longwood University, Jordan also presented what history one
would find in the soil of the campus,
such as broken pottery, a teacup, a
thimble and more.
Jordan presented to the parents a
photo of an inscription in the archaeological exhibit case in Greenwood
Library. Found originally in an old
dormitory room, the words, "Fannie,
Estelle and Lucy, 1887," were carved
on a window.
"That is a sign of something, my
friends," said Jordan. "Some schools
have over 40,000 plants growing in
their gardens ... and thafs wonderful because we need large plantations
like that because they can do things
that smaller plantations can't, but I
want you to know something. Fannie, Estelle and Lucy are still alive
here 125 years later."
"We know them, and we're not going to lose your son or your daughter. We are going to know them the

whole time they're here because we
don't have 40,000 plants in our little
garden. We have 4,000 plants, and we
know each one of them individually,"
said Jordan.
Justin Reid, associate director for
Museum Operations at the Robert
Russa Moton Museum, gave a presentation on Sunday on the First
Year Student assigned reading, being, "The Immortal Life of Henrietta
Lacks," by Rebecca Skloot.
"We drew on some themes from the
book that related to our history here
at the museum," said Reid, noting
that Lacks lived in Halifax County,
an area close to an hour away from
Farmville, VA.
Reid said his goal during his presentation was, "to give them an awareness of what happened in this region,
to have them walk away understanding that I guess culturally this part of
the state is very unique in that what
happened to Henrietta Lacks could
easily happen to one of Southside, VA
dealing with similar issues, economic
issues, lack of access to education."
He added how he hoped others
could gain an "understanding [of]
the fact that to this day, poverty and
social economic inequality still con-

tribute to a lot of people's fear of
hospitals and health care and seeking
physicians and understanding how
we got to that point."
"I think if s great that students are
reading this book. I think if s definitely something that everyone can connect to in some way," said Reid.
On Saturday in Hiner 201, Assistant
Professor of Biology Dr. Amorette
Barber spoke on her research on killing cancer cells through the activation
of other cells in the immune system,
while focusing on the undergraduate
research opportunities available to
students at Longwood University.
With six undergraduateresearchassistants, Barber noted that many techniques that are unable to be covered
in the classroom are able to be fully
covered throughresearchexperience.
She said, "With my guidance, I let
them design their own projects and
think about the future of the projects
ant the appropriate experiments to
do."
She added, "Ireallythink they gain
some great experience with actually doing some scientific research.
Whereas in the classroom, some
classes tend to be a little more hands
on, and the students don't have as

much input in the planning of the experiments."
"If s just a rewarding experience
mentoring students, helping them
learn some new techniques you don't
see in the classroom," she said, commenting that her undergraduate students assist her too by keeping her research "fresh" with new ideas based
off of what may be learned from other classes.
Jordan commented on the importance of Family Weekend, according
to him, saying, "This is where they
[the parents] are entrusting their
genes, their sons and daughters, the
fruit of their loins, and ifs more important than just a service station."
He said, "I know so often you look
at a bulletin board and you see posters for colleges and universities. Ifs
like you're shopping for the cheapest gas ... but there's more to it than
that."
"There's emotions. There's continuity. There's traditions. There's things
to go back in time. There's people
who have been here long before ...
and there are going to be people coming here for a lot longer too," he said.

The Senior
vs. The
Lancer
Standard
SARAH SCHMADER

Layout Editor

Lancers are bred from Day One
to be over-involved. Everyone
that I've known since freshman
year has found their niche on
campus and filled it with three
to four organizations, because
as soon as your feet hit the
Princeps crowns you will have
involvement fairs, organization
flyers and pamphlets shoved in
your face. This is the Lancer way, F E A T U R E S
and we all join the ranks around
COLUMN
week two of Longwood life.
I'm not frowning upon this, nor am I saying
you should laze around for four years. I'm glad
I got involved because I met most of my friends
in those organizations. But now, as I'm making a
conscious decision to bow out a bit from my longstanding obligations on campus, should I regret
taking them on in thefirstplace?
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN
the academic year, including the An- opportunity for a faculty or staff [ana] including the general Farmville
This week three years ago, I joined The Rotunda
Features Editor
nual Simkins Lecture and the Faculty member to share their ideas, to share community - just to learn more about
staff. I started as Assistant Features Editor, and I
Colloquium, held both in
fall and their research."
what the faculty and staff members
looked forward to writing this column each week
This University Lectures Commit- spring semester.
Miller described the process of are doing," he said.
(800 words that represented a free pass for me
tee (ULC) has moved to be more welPast topics for the Faculty Colloqui- choosing which faculty or staff memThe selected presentation for the
to complain). When spring of 2010 hit, I became
coming for the student population to um have included, "The sinking of ber to present, saying, "We take off Faculty Colloquium may be conductLayout Editor. And here I am, in the same spot
nominate faculty and staff for the Fac- the Titanic Native American archae- the names and so ifs just based off ed as a collaboration by more than
and spending my Tuesday nights in the office
ulty Colloquium by providing conve- ology, African art die television show of the idea itself, and how we present one faculty or staff member at once.
until three a.m. creating The Rotunda just like I
nience and ease through a Longwood Lost and NASCAR," according to an their research and why they say ifs Additionally, an artistic performance
have every Tuesday since that spring.
University Lectures Committee Face- email sent out by Assistant Professor interesting to a broad general audi- and a talk are also welcome, accordBut do we get caught up, and do others feel
book page.
of English Dr. Miller to die Longwood ence."
ing to the criteria for sending a protrapped? I recently had to make the difficult
The upcoming Faculty Colloquium student body.
A major focus when determining posal to the Faculty Colloquium.
decision to step down from my board position at
for this fall semester will showcase a
Miller said, "Rather than just send which faculty or staff member's reAs stated in the listed criteria for a
WMLU because, for thefirsttime in three years, I
single presentation from a faculty or out the callforproposals just to facul- search to select is how broad the ap- proposal, "The selected speaker will
admitted to myself that I couldn't handle it. This
staff member'srecentresearchthat is ty members and staff members, who peal factor is. When submitting a pro- present a 30-40 minute talk or presenisn't something that Longwood students admit
near completion. The selected speaker better than students [to] know their posal, a few components the faculty tation and lead a 15-20 minute quesvery often, myself included. I've held a job, a full
will receive a $1,000 honorarium and research... because they bring it to the or staff member must address are the tion and answer period."
course load and at least three organizations on
a reception following his or her talk.
classroom on a daily basis."
relevance, significance and/or utility
my plate since my freshman year. And about two
The expected date of acceptance for
weeks ago it hit me: Ireallyjust can't handle all of
The deadline to nominate a faculty
Gilbert Hall, a student member of of the research. Questions include, a faculty or staff member's proposal
thisrightnow.
or staff member is Monday, Oct. 1, ULC, was the originator of die idea "Why did you do it, and why would is Oct. 10. After choosing the speaker,
while the deadline for faculty and to include students in the process thefastOf us want to come hear about the Fall Colloquium will be sched"School comes first" Dad said as he dropped
staff members to submit a proposal of nominating faculty members for i t r
uled to be held later this month.
the last of my bags on the curb behind North
for the Faculty Colloquium is Mon- through a Facebook page.
Miller said, "It forces people to think
For more information, go online to
Cunningham on the eve of my freshman year.
day, Oct 8.
Inresponseto the number of nomi- outside their niche. How am I going the Longwood University Lectures
How had that gotten lost? I had forgotten this until
The University Lectures Commit- nations already received, Miller com- to make thisrelevant?How am I go- Committee or contact Assistant Projust a couple weeks ago. I may have been putting
tee is comprised of faculty, staff and mented, "The response has been ter- ing to make this important to a broad fessor of English Dr. John Miller.
schoolfirst- the WMLU and The Rotunda aspect
community?"
student representatives from all of rific."
of school - but not grades. Grades are why I am
the colleges on campus. ULC orgahere.
Despite being "a competitive pro"Ifs an opportunity for the camnizes three lecture series throughout cess," Miller further added, "Ifs an pus community - including students
I'm a C student, and I'm okay with that. Really it
varies from person to person. The people that can
be on SGA, in a Greek organization, in a couple
other organizations and still maintain over a 3.0
must be robots or cry themselves to sleep twice
a week. How do these students not constantly
crack?
JAMIE C U F T
involved in a million different organizations. Our study the things that I am truly passionate about.
I put my organization obligationsfirstalong with
Contributor
relationships end. People we loye die.
I'm surrounded by people that I care about, and
Everyone has dealt with these things in one way there's always fun and adventure for us if we look my job at 202, and so I took the C average with
Ifs one of the most overused phrases that I can or another. These are life's lemons. How do you hard enough. Overall, the world is a good place. pride, knowing, with the way my priorities were
think of: "When life gives you lemons, make make lemonade out of them? Every day, I try to Thafs the way I see life, and thafs what I like to stacked, thafs as good as it was gonna get. I may
not be in any honors society or on Dean's List but
lemonade." Ifs also one of my favorite sayings. I figure that out
share with other people.
by
God this paper looks damn pretty every week,
know it's cliché, but sometimes isn't it possible that
The past few weeks have been a prime example.
I've been with the Rotunda in some capacity since
something is overused because ifs good? I happen My grandfather died early this month, and the past October of my freshman year at Longwood. I was my radio show has a handful of faithful listeners
to love lemonade and lemons in general. They smell few weeks have been filled with funeral services, Assistant Features Editor, Features Editor and even and I can carry a trey with 12 J&gerbombs on it
nice, and they taste great with a little sugar.
and everything that goes with them. There's nothing Foreign Correspondent while I studied abroad with one hand.
This has always been enough for me, but two
What is my point? That sometimes the lemons in anyone can do to change bad things that have in Spain. I've written columns about puppies, the
weeks
ago while sitting on my porch and reveling
happened
to
us
in
our
lives.
But
that
hasn't
kept
weather
and
waitressing,
but
now
I
would
like
to
your life can be a good thing.
in
my
stress, I realized something for the first
me
from
looking
at
all
of
the
good
things,
making
commit
myself
to
dealing
with
the
more
serious
College life can be stressful; we all know that.
time
ever
Something's gotta give. I don't have
a
bit
of
lemonade.
My
family
has
come
together
in
topics,
the
tough
stuff
and
the
lemons.
I
want
to
There's die difficult academic stufi: the exams, the
papers, the impossibly longreadings.We as college an amazing way, and I've been able to spend some share my experiences, and I want to hear about the option to not do well this semester. I'm going
students naturally dread these. But there's more precious time with them, even if not under the best those of others. So if you have questions about the to fail out of school or not graduate, but I have a
about this time in all of our lives that makes it hard of circumstances. My friends have been incredibly lemons in you life, or anything else for that matter, lot of work on my plate with a senior thesis and
supportive and so have my professors.
please submit them to longwoodlemons@gmail. trying to finish up my graphic design major. So I
too. We've all got problems.
made a conscious choice for myself that not many
We are under incredible pressure to succeed. Jobs
Life is hard sometimes, and ifs very easy to dwell com.
aren't exactiy easy to come by. Sometimes we fight on that, but I'm lucky to be alive. And not only am I
Be sure to check this column every week for Lancers can make, and I quit something.
Maybe it was because I was used to a relaxed
with our parents or our friends. Some of us are alive, but I have an amazing life. I get to travel and helpful tips, stories and positive thoughts.
schedule during my internship this summer, or
maybe I just wanted some more freetimebecause,
well, I'm a senior. But I think ifs really just
because I had to admit that I wasn't happy being
so busy for once, and I was crumbling beneath my
obligations. And my dad always says if you can't
MISSTHKY
sounds a bit dramatic, doesn't it? anymore.
shouldn't do anymore. Ifs all about
give something your all, give it to someone else.
Columnist
I have to say, though, it ,really does
My strategy had failed me. | thought self-realization. She needed time to
So I suppose this is a word from the somewhat
turn your world upside down, espe- if she had heard me complain about realize what her wants and needs are wise to the somewhat naive. Lancer Newbies,
cially if you don't like the guy. *
him enough that she would leave the and what she really deserved in life,
Your best Mend's boyfriend.
welcome to this life. You will dive in just like
Countless hours have been spent . One of my best friends was dating a skeez. I didn't want to lose my best and before I knew it we were back
we all do, maybe into too deep of water, but be
going to dinner, being each other's boy who went to another school. Red friendforever,so I decided to let it go at die store buying the new Essie nail
able to admit to yourself when it all becomes too
color and painting away.
partner in crime at parties, painting flag central because not only was he and let her be happy.
much. No one will hate you, no one will call you
nails and gossiping about new crush- a flirt but he had also cheated on her
So, don't hate your best friend's sig- lazy or incompetent; and if the people in your
Surprisingly, this worked in my faes. But alas, one of your best friend's before. Outside of their relationship, vor. Finally, once I stopped nagging nificant other. Don't let it affect you.
organizations really care about you, they will
crushes is now turning into some- I'm sure 1 would like hist but he's her to dump him, she started to see Live your life for yourself, and she
understand.
thing more. Slowly, you see your like the John Tucker of my life.
the bad qualities in him that every- will live her life to the standards that
Longwood is a family, and we take care of each
other half slipping away out of your
I was in the pickle of all pickles. one else saw. She became unhappy you do. True friendship conquers all. other. Butfirst,take care of yourself. Dive into the
bed and into his.
I started to tell her how much l i e once he was the only one left This
blue, silver and white waters, but don't forget to
She now is going to dinner with sucks" (I used that phrase | lot), but wasn't an overnight success, mind
"You change for two reasons: either bob to the surface to remind yourself once in a
him, doesn't want to go to parties all it seemed to do was push her fur- you, but in die end Ifinallyrealized
you learn enough that you want to, or while why you're here.
anymore and - the horn»' - she isn't ther away from me aad further into how to handle my temporary friend* you've been hurt enough that you have
his trance. I couldn't understand ship break-up.
painting her nails anymore!
to."-Wiz Khalifa
I needed to let her realize everyIfs like losing a limb when your why she wasn't seeing what I was
**' This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
best friend finds someone else to seeing, and it becareclear to que that thing for herself. We're too old to
dors not represent the views of The Rotunda'or Longwood
tell each other what we should and
spend all of their time with. Oh, that she didtaU want:
University.
• • • M M M
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The 64th Annual Emmy Awards and Hopefully the Last
JONEL ANDREW

Contributor

If you can name every character of "Modern
Family" and if you quote 'The Big Bang Theory"
on a daily basis, then I'm betting you did not miss
the Emmy Awards. All your favorite television
characters joined at the Nokia Theater in LA this
past Sunday night at 7 p.m. It's the kind of award
show where not a single celebrity is allowed to walk
down the red carpet without being asked, "What
are you wearing tonight?" at least four times, and
despite the hundred degree weather, not a single
drip of sweat dared to flaw their elegance.
The show began with the rather dry humored
host, Jimmy Kimmel, who cracked jokes on both
the Republican and the Democratic parties after
a pre-filmed montage with the female Emmy
nominees. He played fun at the actors and actresses
competition saying, "All of us are winners, but
most of us are going to be losers tonight." Kimmel
also sparked up the mediocre show by adding in
his own memoriam to himself with Josh G rob an
singing "What Makes You Beautiful," and by
creating a prank involving Tracy Morgan laying on
the stage for a full 15 minutes in hopes to bring in
more viewers.
Awards were presented with no shock factor.
"Modern Family" took' home the Outstanding
Comedy Series Emmy for the third time. "Game
Change" took home the Outstanding Miniseries
or Movie Emmy. 'The Daily Show" snagged the

Variety Series Emmy for the 10th consecutive
time, not surprising Jon Stewart in the slightest.
Kimmel says after the acceptance, "I saw him
throw his Emmy out into the garbage."
The most shocking thing to happen within
the long, commercial-filled, two-hour show had
to be "Homeland" stealing the Emmy for Most
Outstanding Drama Series from the four-time
winner "Mad Men." It was disappointing to see
shows such as "The Big Bang Theory," "Sherlock"
and "Breaking Bad" leave the show with little to
no recognition.
A very small few highlights sprung up here
and there. Amy Poehler did her best at adding
some liveliness by swapping speeches with the
Best Comedy Series Actress winner Julia-Louis
Dreyfus, providing slight comedy when Dreyfus
began reading out Poehler's speech. The stunt
resembled a Kanye West/Taylor Swift style but
with better humor. However, the biggest quote of
the night came from Claire Danes who accepted
the Emmy for Best Drama Series Actress. In her
thank you speech when addressing her co-star
she said these famous words, "Mandy Patinkin,
Holla." I suppose the quick notoriety came from
the lack of eloquence in those three words.
The night ended with Michael J. Fox receiving
a standing ovation while handing off "Modern
Family"'s Emmy to Steve Levitan who quickly
got his speech cut off by Kimmel's lame final
words, "You want to stay here another hour?"
No, Kimmel, no we don't.

Eric Stonetree, who plays Cam Tucker on "Modern Family," accepts his Emmy on Sunday, Sept 23.2012 during the Awards.

Crime and
Punishment
in this Week's
DVD Movies
and Shows

orner:

Death of a China Doll
ERIC CLINE
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Contributor
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"The Avengers" - One of the
biggest summer hits in which
the favorite Marvel characters,
including Iron Man, the Hulk,
Thor, Captain America and
more come together to defeat
Thor's estranged brother, Loki,
after he crosses universes into
our world to destroy it. (Chris
Evans, Scarlett Johansson, Chris
j.

STUDENT VALUE MENU!
All items specially priced for students...
Choose from Hie following:
Medium two topping pizza

www.dominos.com

434 392 3000

Large one topping pizza

Hemsworth, Robert Downey Jr.)

Asst. A&E Editor

eoch only

Any two bread products
Any Artisan pizza

$7.99

Become a fan on Facebook to hear about our weekly specials:

Domino's Pizza - Farmville, Virginia...

and WELCOME BACK!

"Soldiers of Fortune" - A
disgraced special forces officer is
called up to lead a team of five
thrill seekers to deliver weapons
to a besieged island. However,
when the plan goes wrong, the
men, led by their disgraced
Captain Craig McCenzie, are
forced to not only fight their
enemies, but fight to survive.
(Christian Slater, Sean Bean,
James Cromwell)
"TheTall Man"-Ina small town,
children begin to disappear,
abducted from their homes.
When Julia Denning's son is
one of the young ones taken
in the middle of the night, she
frantically begins to unravel the
mystery of the being thought to
take the kids, an entity known as
the Tall Man. 0essica Biel, Jodelle
Ferland, Stephen McHattie)
"Gossip Girl: Season 5" Between Prince Charming and
paid internships, the socialites
have their hands full in the
Upper East Side. As Blair battles
with her decision between Chuck
and Louis, Serena's "cousin"
Charlie stirs up unwanted drama
in the family when the truth of
her past threatens to come out.
Meanwhile, Dan worries about
his new anonymous publisher
and Nate and Chuck deal with
their own female issues. (Blake
Lively, Leighton Meester, Chace
Crawford, Ed Westwick, Penn
Badgley)
"Law and Order: SVU: The
Thirteenth Year" - As the season
opens up with the shocking news
of Elliot Stabler's departure from
the special victims unit, Olivia
Benson and her teammates,
Officers John Munch and "Fin"
Tutuola, must learn to work with
her team members, Nick Amaro
and Amanda Rollins. (Mariska
Hargitay, Ice-T, Richard Belzer,
Kelli Giddish, Danny Pino, Dann
Florek)

Singer Darius Rucker Gives a Better Than 'Alright' Performance
country music fans present and a hot
day fading into a crisp, cool night,
it was an extremely friendly and
connected audience. The opening
acts, including Richmond's own
Brinn Black, energized the crowd
and set the tone for the night. Also
opening for Darius Rucker was Joel
Crouse, singing some covers along
with his own songs. He has a great
alternative voice and sang a cover
of "Slide" by the Goo Goo Dolls.
The audience enjoyed singing
along with "Alright" from 2008s
album "Learn to Live" and "Come
Back Song," one of his singles from
his 2010 album, "Charleston, SC
1966." The night came alive with
Photo Courtesy: Jeff Ckements Photography
music and Rucker rocked the crowd
in a T-shirt and pair of jeans, much
Former Hootie and the Blowfish singer, Darius Rucker performs In Crewe, Virginia
to the delight of laid-back country
hardcore fans disappointed and
fans. His smile never left his face
KATHERJNE RADCLIFF AND KATIE
surprised by his choice, most were
and some nice dance moves made
REILLY
skeptic of an African-American
the ladies that were closest to the
Contributor and A&E Editor
taking on the southern comfort of
stage swoon. There is something
country. But Rucker blew fans away
original and fun with the way
Darius Rucker is the first country when he began to nail the tunes Rucker performs a concert. He is
artist to accomplish three number- and messages that fans look for in not just there to sing the songs, he
one hits on a single album since country music. Within months of is there to bring the audience alive
Wynonna Judd achieved this feat in his first release, he was hitting the and the ease with which he carried
1992. His hits, "Don't Think I Don't top of the charts and from there his the night showed him as a true artist
Think About It," "It Won't Be Like fame, credibility as a black country with years upon years of experience
This for Long" and "Alright" have singer and music have soared to under his belt.
all lured country music fans to his new heights.
The crowd was both surprised
small town venues, such as the one
It was a beautiful day at Hooper
that took place in Crewe this past Park and the crowd, consisting and excited to see some of the
Thursday. Once a singer for the band of mostly locals and surrounding original members of Hootie and
Hootie and the Blowfish, Rucker college students from Longwood the Blowfish. The group pleased
left his rock roots behind him and University and Hampden-Sydney the crowd with former hits such as
decided to pursue a musical career College, created a lively and sociable "Let Her Cry," "Hold my Hand,"
in country music. Not only were atmosphere. With roughly 5,000 'Tune," and "Only Want to Be With
You," songs which the audience still

knew by heart.
The crowd gave enormous
applause for his cover of Old Crow
Medicine Show's "Wagon Wheel,"
a new duet recorded with Lady
Antebellum. He was interactive
with the audience during Hank
Williams Jr.'s hit "Family Tradition"
and Steve Miller Band's "The
Joker." He surprised listeners with
his cover of "Ticks" by Brad Paisley.
Rucker engaged in a close
connection with the crowd by
pausing numerous times to talk
and joke with individual members
of the audience. He stated that he
was appreciative of their support
during these hard economic times.
He finished with Prince's "Purple
Rain" to a very enthusiastic crowd.
As he left the stage, he continually
thanked the audience for spending
their hard earned cash on him
and his thank you was a deep and
sincere one. The people in the front
went wild and he disappeared off
stage to a thundering applause.
The concert was a success and left
fans in good spirits. Rucker proved
to be an excellent live performer and
gave the same enthusiasm to Crewe
that he would have to a major
theatre. Look out for more artists
coming to Crewe in the future and
make sure you come out for their
next event. Tickets are fairly priced
and the venue is easily accessible.
Country fans have fun no matter
what, so the events are well worth
the effort!

Season Four of Glee Unleashes Britney 2.0
MONICA NEWELL

Contributer
This week's "Glee" starts off
with the first real voice-over of
the season —one by Miss Brittany
Pierce. Though, it seems that "Glee"
hasn't finished making fun of itself,
as Brittany actually performs the
voice-over out loud. When Blaine
asks who Brittany is talking to, she
tells him that she thought she was
doing a voice-over.
We're whisked from Lima back to
New York to find Rachel being told
that she wasn't sexy enough to leam
the tango. Okay, back up Ryan. You
really expect the viewers to believe
that a professor could get away with
calling a student unsexy or that
Rachel wouldn't have gone straight
to the top to complain?
Before any more pondering could
be done, the viewers are whisked
back to Lima to see Emma do her
job for the first time. She (and Mr.
Schue) schedule counseling sessions
with Brittany, though she insists she
won't have time. If s then that Mr.
Schue decides to bring back Britney

Spears.
Really, Schue? You hated the idea
of Britney and yet you act like she's
the best thing two seasons later?
Back in New York, Rachel and
Kurt apparently are richer than we
think. How else could they afford
an 1,800 square foot apartment in
New York City?
Back to Lima, where it appears that
the writers are already shoving the
idea of Marley and Jake down our
throats. Thankfully, Unique reminds
Marley of Jake's 'womanizer'
reputation. Cue another song,
where there's a Una solo. The song
ends with Marley agreeing to hang
out with Jake.
After song number four in good
old Lima (sung by Sam, Joe and
Tina.) Brittany tries to shave her
head in the choir room and then
beats up Jacob Ben Israel with an
umbrella.
And now song number five,
where everyone's wondering how
many Britney Spears songs could
there be. Honestly "Glee", if s only
nineteen minutes into the show!
Pace yourself.

The Gleeks have an intervention
Well, the assembly was a mess
for Brittany, and if s turned around when the students realize that the
when Brittany decides to lip sync a Gleeks were lip syncing. When the
song instead of actually singing at camera shoots back to the Choir
an assembly. Before the viewers can room, Mr. Schue states that the Glee
wrap their heads around that, we're club board could prevent them from
whisked back to New York where competing.
Rachel can once again annoy us with
Again, the Glee club has done
her constant need to exist. Singing worse and was still allowed to
"Oops!... I Did it Again" on tables is compete. Brittnay resigns from
not sexy, Rachel. Remember "Push Glee and back in New York Rachel
I f in season one? That was sexy.
apologizes for her words.
Her dance professor agrees. Rachel
Of course it wouldn't be Glee if
sticks up for herself...in her own there wasn't some drooling over
special way that can only offend Finn, now would it? Another point
someone. Rachel gets kicked out of in Brody's favor is that he respects
the classroom.
Rachel's boundaries instead of
Back at Lima, where the viewers praying to a sandwich.
are beginning to wish Fox had just
Showing no originality in this
allowed for the spin-off show with pairing, it is revealed that Kitty and
Kurt and Rachel rather than this Jake are now dating. What is with
nightmare. Jake sticks up for Marley the Puckerman brothers and blonde
and her mother after two football cheerleaders? Puck and Quinn,
players harass them, but if s Jake Kitty and Jake? Thankfully, the
that gets in trouble. To be fair, he show ends with a song, which could
threw the first punch, but all thaf s be seen as a parallel to Rachel's
forgotten when if s shown that the 'Take a Bow" from season one.
original badass is back in town!
Puck was called by Mr. Schue to
come down to talk to Jake.

'Magic is Coming': Season Two of Once Upon a Time
MEGAN WADE

Copy Editor
It feels like if s been forever, but the second season of "Once Upon a
Time" finally premieres this Sunday at 8 p.m. on ABC. The show was one
of several that came out of television and cinema's craze with rekindling
classic fairytales, and the success of its first season plus its renewal for a
second season has only served to further push the modern-day fairytale
craze.
But, back to "Once Upon a Time." For the most part, the show-runners
have kept the major plot details of the new season under wraps. Most of the
sneak peaks fans have gotten have been about casting.
The earliest casting news came over the summer, when it was announced
that Sarah Bolger and Jamie Chung had been cast as Princess Aurora (aka
Sleeping Beauty) and Mulan, respectively. ABC then announced that actor
Sinqua Walls had been cast as Sir Lancelot for at least one episode. With the
inclusion of an Arthurian character like Lancelot, I'm hoping that means
"Once Upon a Time" will branch out some from its tradition of sticking to
the Disney wheelhouse of fairytales.
The anticipated baddie of season two appears to be J.M. Barrie's Captain
Hook, played by Colin O'Donoghue. No photos or clips have been released
of the character and ODonoghue has relatively few acting jobs under his
belt, so ifs too early to make any calls on how the character will fit in in

Storybrooke or how O'Donoghue will fare in the role. Another notable
casting move for season two was van Straten's "True Blood" cast-mate
Michael Raymond-James in a mysterious, unknown role.
The first season of the show introduced plenty of mysteries into the mix
and either shed light on them, complicated them or left them unanswered
all together. For now, here are two of the questions I want addressed / things
I hope to see in the new season:
-Dr. Whale: In my opinion, one of the most subtle and overlooked mysteries
of the first season was the identity of Storybrooke's Dr. Whale, played by
the excellent David Anders. Fans everywhere (including myself) have been
trying to figure out exactly who his fairytale counterpart is, and have been
coming up with nothing, really. However, promo photos from the new
season promise heavy involvement from him this season. It also bodes well
that the fifth episode of the season is titled "The Doctor."
- Henry's father: The issue of who Henry's father is has been lurking
beneath the surface since season one, but it was never really brought up.
Show creators / writers Edward Kitsis and Adam Horowitz have said in
numerous interviews that there are many fan theories out there about the
identity of Henry's father, and many of then are pretty clever, but most are
still wrong. However, at the show's Comic-Con 2012 panel, Kitsis said that
the identity of Henry's father would be revealed in season two.
The season premiere of "Once Upon a Time" is this Sunday, Sept. 30, at 8
p.m. on A B C .

{Longwood Presents
Longwood University Theatre is proud to present "Blood Wedding'' by married; however, the bride is still driven by her desire for a former suitor.
ederioo Garcia Lore*, directed by Gene Muto. The performance will open . Chaos ensues as both men must fight; one for love and the other for honor.
hursday, Sept 27 at 7 p.m and run through Sunday, Sept. 3Q, and Oct Theplay is suggested for mature audiences.
I through Oct 7. Both performances on the 30th and the 7th are matinee Tickets may be reserved online at etix.com, or through the box office at
•erformances and will begin at 3 p.m. The theatre will open for seating at (431)- 992- 2474. The Box Office hours run from 10 ajn.<5 p.m. Monday
:30 p.m and 2:30 p j n far matinee performances.
through Friday, with the exception of Monday 11:30 ajtn.-12:30 p.m. "Hckets
This play draws on the eternal tragic themes of love and passion vs. will also be available show nights at 6 p.m. and 2 pjn. for matinees. Ticket
NMttfon and honor. The ¡plot centers around three young peopfe, wufurt a ' pricing tuns $8 for the general public, and $5 for students. AH prepaid and
•ral Spajush community Connected through love and a bitter family feucL..¡reserved tickets must be picked up no later than fifteen minutes before
•HMittftL'jflw
.
H1§1...
bile these three attempt to Uphold their families' honor, they fail
their baser desires. We follow a young couple who
'

National Book
Festival Hosts
Authors and
Diehard Book
Lovers
CHERYL HINTERLEITNER

Staff Reporter
This past weekend, I paid a visit
___________
to the National Book Festival,
A&E
which is a festival held on the
COLUMN
National Mall in Washington, D.C.
every September by the Library
of Congress. Every year, the National Mall is flooded
with book nerds like me and authors who host talks
under tents on the lawn. This year, the highlights of the
festival for me was seeing John Green, being included
in a Vlogbrothers' "Good morning, Hank" (I'll
explain further in a minute), getting a hug from David
Levithan (author of "Everyday" and co-author of "Will
Grayson, Will Grayson") and meeting Lois Lowry.
The big deal behind my excitement at being included
in a Vlogbrothers' "Good morning. Hank" is that John
Green and his brother, Hank Green, have a vlog show
on Youtube called "The Vlogbrothers," and every video
starts with the greeting "Good morning, Hank/John,
if s [insert day]." John posts videos on Tuesdays and
Hank posts a video every Friday. Being included in the
"Good morning" segment was on my bucket list, so the
fact that I was able to be in a Vlogbrothers video makes
me very excited.
Upon arriving in Washington, D.C. via the Blue Line
METRO at the Smithsonian stop and I rushed up the
escalator to reach the Children/Teen's tent where
John Green was set to speak at 10 a.m. Upon arriving
at the tent, I was unable to find a seat due to the sheer
amount of people who were there. Seeing that many
people who shared my love of the writing and the
online musings of the Green brothers was amazing
to me. At precisely 10 a.m., a representative from the
Library of Congress came to the stage to announce John
Green, but the writer was AWOL. Everyone in the tent
looked around for him, and when we finally spotted
him he was on his way back to the tent from the line of
Port-a-potties. My favorite author is a classy guy. He
started his by having everyone greet his brother, which
he recorded on his phone because both his computer
and his camcorder were broken.
John spoke about his newest book, "The Fault in Our
Stars," and explained that the plot of one of his other
books, "Will Grayson, Will Grayson," is shaped like an
X. About halfway through his talk, I left to race over to
get in his signing line because I knew that it would be
long and I wanted to be toward the front. I got in line,

" it was a wonderful day at the
National Book Festival. I met
new friends, saw old friends
and made lasting memories.
I met a few of my favorite
authors and sang nerdy songs
with friends. I was allowed to
be an outwardly huge book
nerd"
sang nerdy songs with other John and Hank Green fans
(also known as nerdfighters), sat in the grass and ate
lunch, all while waiting for the line to move forward.
I argued some of the finer points of John's novels with
other fans and then our line finally moved up. When
my turn to meet John Green came, I thanked him for
his novels and told him that they had significantly
changed my life. I handed him the letter that I had
written to him explaining how much he had changed
my life and the lessons he had taught me.
When I got out of John's signing line, I hopped in the
signing line for Michael Buckley, another author who I
greatly admire. I thanked him sincerely for his books,
which are written for young adults, and he signed my
book and a few posters for both me and the library
where I volunteer my time. After he was done signing
my books, I hopped in the line for Maggie Stiefvater, a
personal friend who just celebrated a new book release,
and then I hopped in line for David Levithan, who also
helped shape my life. I asked him to sign one of his
collaborative novels, "Will Grayson, Will Grayson,"
which he wrote with John Green, as well as my Kindle
because I have all of his other books on my Kindle.
All in all, it was a wonderful day at the National Book
Festival. I met new friends, saw old friends and made
lasting memories. I met a few of my favorite authors
and sang nerdy songs with friends. I was allowed to
be an outwardly huge book nerd. But, as John Green
likes to say, nerds like us are allowed to be ironically
enthusiastic about things.

*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the vieit's of The Rotunda or LoHgwood
University.

The Millenniais - Why we are not the Troubled Generation.
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
While picking up a 24-pack of water bottles
from Walgreens, I stopped to investigate the
smaller headline on a copy of Newsweek. It read
"Are Millennials the Screwed Generation?" I left
the check-out line to read the article all the way
through. It was interesting to me because, if you
haven't guessed, I'm a millennial and, if you
have any business reading this opinion, you're a
millennial too. Otherwise, you're some old person
or a kid too young to notice when I almost curse.
But, seriously, lef s unload the term 'millennial.'
A millennial is anyone between legal adulthood
and age 35. We're the people who know how
to surf the Internet, lived between the bliss of
scrunchies and Bop Its, who were playing hop
scotch when Biggie got shot.
According to Newsweek, we're also the
generation who won't have many jobs to speak of,
but will owe massive student loan debt and will

have to pay with pounds of flesh for die pensions
of our parents. They need all the help they can
get; poor things already misplace the car keys in
the flower pot and wonder why the cat is wearing
glasses.
So, via Newsweek, to which this lowly scribe
has little right to lift his humble eyes, I'm told that
life is going to be a dim wreck in which I'm the
special prison friend of poverty and out-of-touch
politics. To Newsweek, I only have to say "you're
not the first to whisper such sweet nothings." I've
been told I'm going to have a rough time, without
a doubt some of the audience has too, in the deep
cavern of a declining world.
I don't like easy answers. They form leaky
patches and there are only so many of us to pull
shifts holding our fingers in the dam. Should
we all just pack up and be German, the only
nationality cruising through the world scene
with dignity unscathed? No. We ought to believe,
despite the interpretation of a Mayan calendar,
that the world isn't coming to an end.
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The world has looked this dim before, definitely
before most of us were born. The white noise that
history teachers barked at you was that thousands
of times people thought they were going to die,
be poor forever or have other reasons to jump off
a bridge. Somebody might say "the worrying is
what got us through." The imaginary critic would
say we're doing enough; all of our bad vibrations
will force us into doing the right thing.
I've got another motive for hope: we've got
a while to live. Even with obesity, smoking,
depression, stress and cancer, we're still going
to outlive everyone else who can vote. Well,
enough of us will, anyway, and thaf s something
to celebrate.
Whether or not I'm a successful satirist, I'm
a functioning optimist. I think the world is not
only going to survive, with millennials as the
eventual old people, but that if s going to solve
many of its problems. On which side of the fence
the readership falls involving social issues, I don't
care. I think most want decisions that don't hurt

Assistant News Editor - EJ Dowling
is a junior public history major
and a political science minor. She
is the International Student Buddy
Co-Coordinator and an Academic
Coaching Assistant tutoring History
and Political Science. She grew up
in Kaiserslautern, Germany but
finished high school in Chester, Va.
When she graduates, she wants to go
to graduate school to study college
student personnel administration or
student affairs. Her goal is to work
in an International Student Affairs
office at a university somewhere in
die country.

Get to know the people behind
your campus newspaper.

Assistant Opinion Editor
- Semein Washington is a
senior studying anthropology
and creative writing. He's
originally from Portsmouth,
Va., and enjoys cooking,
philosophy, long walks on
the beach, martial arts, music,
being a spectator, dancing
inadequately and just being.
He wants to go to graduate
school for anthropology and
teach at a good university maybe even Longwood - and
make enough money to keep
up with his many hobbies.
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them or other people. By the golden rule that all
of us have pain receptors, love will find a way.
If s important that we get back to our fear that
there's more millennium than money. There's
already been a move to batten up the hatches
of regulation: the thing, other than WWII, that
supposedly stopped the Great Depression in
its tracks. And there's been a move to suppress
regulation because it doesn't allow the economy
to flourish and make jobs. If 11 go on like this for
a while. If you like the movie, get popcorn. If you
don't, leave the theater.
There are very few millennials in Congress, so
this opinion piece isn't meant for congressmen.
If we survive, if 11 be in spite of them. Sure,
decisions on high may augment our rise back into
the good old days but they will only augment.
When the day comes, we'll be too busy out on the
town ignoring the fact that we could be homeless.

Assistant Sports
Editor - Joey
Schumacher
is a senior
English major
from Fauquier
County in
NOVA. He loves
reading, playing
basketball and
just hanging out
After graduation
he wants to
do work as a
paralegal.

Assistant Arts tc
Entertainment Editor
• Jessica Godart is a
sophomore communication
studies major with a
minor in criminal justice.
Originally from Hemdon,
Va., she enjoys writing,
reading, babysitting
and spending time with
family and friends. After
graduation, she wants
to move to the dty and
work for a magazine or
newspaper writing feature
or crime stories.

Assistant
Business
Manager - Nicole
Raslan is a senior
psychology major
with a marketing
minor. She's from
Fluvanna, Va. (aka
Charlottesville).
Nicole enjoys
knitting,
crocheting and
crafting. After
graduation, she
wants to get a job
and move to a big
city.

Assistant Layout
Editor* Courtney
Lippert is a junior
communication
studies major with a
concentration in public
relations. She is from
Williamsburg, where
she works at a glass
factory and Yankee
Candle. In her free time
she enjoys hanging out
with hier sorority little
and friends, playing
with cats and shopping
online.

Assistant Photo
Editor - Mike Kropf
is an art major with
a concentration in
photography. Bom and
raised in Charlottesville,
Va., he enjoys traveling,
taking pictures and
driving down country
roads. After graduation,
he plans on splitting his
time between being a
wedding photographer
and working on
photojournalism.

A Different Type of Love: Tales from a Friend with Benefits
ANONYMOUS

Imagine dating one of your very best
guy friends for almost four and a half
years. Can you picture it? Now, once
you have that image in your mind,
imagine waiting those four and a half
years to have sex with him. Imagine
making up excuses every time he
tried to make a move just because you
thought you weren't ready for that kind
of relationship. Imagine the look on
his face right after you two had broken
up for the final time and he found out
that you had lost your virginity to a
guy you weren't even dating. Your
thoughts were that you didn't want to
be as inexperienced when you finally
would have the chance to have sex
with him. However the words "sluf
and "whore" were running through
his mind. Can you imagine hearing
that from your best friend, the guy
who knows you best? I didn't have to
imagine any of this; I've lived through
it all.
The adversary, lef s just call him
Shameful, has been my best friend
since before I can actually remember.
In the fifth grade, we began to further
our relationship as friends - only after
I told him he looked stupid and cut
off his rat tail. In middle school, I told
him that I had a crush on him and he
asked me out. We held hands in the
hallway as we walked to and from our
classes together and we hugged all the
time. Nothing really happened at first

because we were so young and naive.
We didn't even share our first kiss
together until the end of our seventh
grade year.
The years passed quickly while
we were breaking up and getting
back together. Soon, we were in the
eleventh grade, getting along great,
and talking about finally "going all
the way." One night in February, after
I got off of work, I went to his house
to hang out. That night went by so
fast that the events seem to blur in my
mind. What I do remember is this: we
drank a little, talked a little, laughed
a little and before I knew it, we had
taken our relationship to the furthest
level by having sex. Nothing really
changed within our friendship for a
while, but my feelings for him began to
get deeper and deeper. I was too little,
too late. Within two weeks after our
magical night, he had started dating
someone else, someone who was not
even close to being me. It took me
about a month to realize what I had
wanted from that hookup with him;
I wanted it to somehow turn into a
serious relationship. If a woman is in
a time during her life where her body
wants or needs something that her
heart can't handle, maybe becoming
friends with benefits would be the
choice for her. A different woman
might be at some stage in her life
where her brain and heart know
that a relationship would be the
smartest decision. Depending on

the way couples are. Couples are
generally committed to one another
for something deeper than just
sexual reasons. Some relationships
are products of friends with benefits
situations that developed into
something more. This can also go in the
opposite direction. Sometimes a couple
that breaks up will keep hooking up
because both people believe that there
is a sexual spark still between them.
Being in a relationship can be one of
the most invigorating aspects of a
teenager's life, but sometimes if s not
as good as Hollywood tries to make
it seem. When dating, it is normally
understood that the two people who
are together are only having sexual
relations with one another. Monogamy
isn't always the case. A risk with dating
is that some people will get into a
relationship to give them an excuse to
be able to have sex on a regular basis.
FWB is just that; Friends with benefits.
This can be wonderful, but it can also
come with some risks. If a person tries
to turn a friend with benefits situation
into something more, it typically ends

who the person is, the decision will be
different and have a different outcome.
Becoming friends with benefits is only
better than dating if the two people
are in that relationship for the right
reasons.
Hooking up is frequently hidden
from other friends because the secrecy
makes the hooking up process more
exciting and more intense. A great
deal of teenagers continually become
friends with benefits because they
believe that if everyone is doing it,
they should too. This form of intimacy
has become almost the only thing
that teenagers know how to relate to.
Rarely are they seen as anything other
than a booty call. When young adults
become friends with benefits, it is often
after a rough break-up or because
they become bored with just being
friends with someone. There is a vast
distinction between what these two
friends share and dating somebody.
A friend with benefits absolutely
does not mean that the two people
are in a relationship and they are not
emotionally attached to one another
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in heartbreak for one of the two parties
involved. If two people are just friends
then move on to messing around
with one another, it can be very hard
to get back to where the friendship
was when the FWB relationship ends.
Nobody wants to lose a friend because
of something as small and stupid as
sex. There isn't anything worse than
falling for your regular hook up and
there not be any feelings coming from
their side of the playing field. If a FWB
relationship blossoms, it should be
because both parties want it to happen.
I found out the hard way that the
rules for being friends with benefits
with someone else are written in
stone. There are no exceptions and no
excuses. If a person gets into a FWB
situation, that person must realize that
it is a no strings attached relationship.
If the FWB situation becomes too much
for one participant to handle, then the
relationship must be stopped. Dating
is great, don't get me wrong, but being
friends with benefits is exhilarating and
fun - only if you follow the rules.
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Men's Soccer Notebook: Fighting To Improve as Season Reaches Midpoint A Presidential
N I C K CONIGLIARO & ERIC HOBECK

Contributor & Sports Editor
The men's soccer team has shown
steady improvements since their
losing streak at the beginning of the
season. They've won two games,
lost two and tied one since their
five-game losing streak. The team
won two straight in two hard fought
games against UNC Asheville and
Virginia Military Institute (VMI).
Then, they lost to High Point
University and Richmond (UR) in
two very difficult matchups. Most
recently, they tied the Bulldogs
of Gardner-Webb University. The
goalie situation is looking like ifs
in freshman Carl Carpenter's favor
after he got his first career win,
against UNC Asheville, as a Lancer;
then, following it up with his second
win against VMI.
Said lOth-year head coach Jon
Atkinson
to
longwoodlancers.
com on the team's 2-1 loss to the

University of Richmond (UR) last
Tuesday night, "Statistics can paint
part of the story, but all in all, the
main focal point in the game is
getting the result, and scoring is an
art in itself.
"We had some marvelous
opportunities but failed on many
and have to hold our hands up and
say we didn't do enough to win it.
Richmond did a good job of getting
their noses in front and putting up
stiff resistance, which was something
we had hoped to avoid."
In the seventh minute, Parker
Patterson sent a pass to the right
side and Houston Oldham was there
to finish it for the Spiders, giving
the hosts a 1-0 lead. Oldham scored
again 30 minutes later to double
UR's lead. Evan Jones' first goal of
the season less than a minute later
.was not enough, and the score-line
would stay 2-1 for the remainder of
the match. Even with the loss, LU
holds a 6-5-2 advantage in the all-

time series, and it may be one of the
last, as it was announced Friday that
UR would be replacing men's soccer
and men's track with men's lacrosse
in 2014 at the earliest. Carpenter
played a half and some change
before classmate Seth Erdman came
in for relief to play the last 41-plus
minutes.

move the net, so Hegedus earned his
first clean sheet of the year.
"This was a typical conference battle
that could have gone either way.
Gardner-Webb had its moments in
the first half, and in the second half,
we got adjusted to the game, but it
didn't translate into many chances,"
said Atkinson after the contest.
"We had a glorious chance to win it
in overtime, but it wasn't to be. The
coaching staff is proud of the effort
the team showed. It's always good
to get a clean sheet and a point, and
we are showing improvement with
every game."
After the stalemate, Longwood will
remain in Big South action tonight
against the Campbell University
• Camels at the Athletics Complex
at 6 p.m. On Saturday, the Lancers
will head to the nation's capital in
Washington for a matinee against
George Washington University at 1
p.m.

"The coaching
staff is proud
of the effort the
team showed."
Sophomore keeper Paul Hegedus
saw time between the sticks for the.
first time in exactly three weeks on
Saturday night against Big South
opponent Gardner-Webb. After 90
minutes of regulation time, and
two separate 10-minute overtime
sessions, neither team was able to

Women's Field Hockey Notebook: Lancers Finding Their Groove
the year from the team, as
the Lancers picked up a
3-1 victory. Byers said, "We
were happy with the result.
For coach Iain Byers and
Performance-wise, I think
the Longwood Field Hockey
[we] as a coaching staff and
team, the 2012 season
as a team weren't ecstatic
has featured no shortage
with the way we played
of growing pains, with
the game ... I don't think
the Lancers fielding nine
we controlled the game as
freshmen on a team that
much as we could have,
finished a respectable 13-9
particularly in the last 20
in 2011. Longwood (2-8, 1-0
minutes of the game — we
NorPac) has also suffered an
just got scrappy.
injury to senior goalkeeper
Kaye Goulding, who is still
"Ifs one of those things,
we're a young team. I
keep saying this, but
ESPN Receives Rights to NextGeit Series we're
learning how to
just
win
out games and
Recently in an artide on ESPN.com, the writers have said that
things
like
that. Being
ESPN has gained the rights to broadcast football's, or rather soc1-0
in
the
conference
is
cer's, as we would call it here in the states, NextGen Series. The
good;
in
many
respects
NexfGen series is a six-month competition played in Europe by
the younger stars in their leagues, lids is a place where all of the the conference games
younger players on the teams' rosters or even on their reserve are the most important
squads get the chance to show their squads and their countries so to get the first one
what they can do. And that whien it's time ior the veterans of their, oi^t pf die way is always
squads to step down, they know that they have the talent to keep nice."
Byers also
the team they helped make stay at the level they attained.
acknowledged
the
In the article, Mike Walters, vice president of programming at
ESPN International, said, The NextGen Series is a tremendous importance of the team
showcase for young talent developing at Europe's top football getting their second
dubs," then added, "In addition to getting a forecast 0f who may win of the campaign:
shine in Europe's top leagues and the UEFA Champioin» league "It was huge. I think
in the near future, fans' will get afirstlook at future internationals we needed the win; we
who may lead their countries at World Cup 2014 and Euro 2016." needed a home win ...
ESPN states that they will be showing 18 matches globally, and I'll be honest; I think
all of the matches will be broadcast online on their countries re- the team was frustrated
spective ESPN websites. In a statement to ESPN, Justin Andrews, as a group. We're
co-founder of NextGen, said, "We're delighted to be introducing playing good hockey
NextGen to so many new territories outside Europe, and via such but it just seems that
a great broadcaster. There is a clear appetite for NextGen across the
globe, giving fans the chanoe to follow the future stars of football."
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

listed as week-to-week with
a lower leg injury and has
been for most of the season.
Byers said on Monday that
there is still no timetable for
her return.
The Lancers played just
two matches last week, one
of them being the NorPac
Conference opener against
rival Liberty. The fans
that made the trip to the
Athletics Complex were
treated to one of the most
sublime performances of

Time to Replace the Replacements
This season, the National Football League (NFL) has had to hire
replacementrefereesdue to the league's officialrefereesand the
NFL not being able to come to an agreement on a new Collective
Bargaining Agreement (CBA) for the officials. Having these referees has not only put extra stress on the players and coaches who
take part in these games, but it has also resulted in many mote
strained voices among the fans due to some rather questionable
calls and unnecessary mistakes.
This past week there weife a couple of mix-ups and mistakes
, due to thereplacementrefereesbeing unaccustomed to officiating
games in the NFL. One such mistake took place (ft the New England Patriots game against the Baltimore Ravens. Patriots head
coach Bill Belichidcreachedout and grabbed one of therefereesat
the end of the game, a gesture many people took to be disrespectful. In an article on ESPN.com, Belichick said that he meant no
disrespect, he was only trying to ask therefereea question about
whether the last play of the game was under review and the referee just kept walking past him. According to an interview with
ESPN NFL Insider Adam Schefter on SportsCentst Schefter said
that Belichick will likely be facing some sort of fine because of his
actions, but will not likely be suspended.
New Orleans Saints quarterback Drew Brees went on ESPN Radio at the end of this past week, defending thereplacementreferees but also saying that the mistakes need to stop. It's not their
fault You know, they're just not prepared to be in this situation,"
Brees said. He continued, "The game's so fast, the level that all of
them were at, and now are at, it just it doesn't even compare. 1
think i t's getting to a point where it's pretty horrendous and it's an
embarrassment to die league, the way it's being conducted."
One of the most infamous plays in NFL histoid howevefc occurred on Monday night, when Green Bay's Greg Jennings dearly
appeared to intercept Russell Wilson cm the final play. However,
it was ruled that Golden Tate of the Seahawks caught it in the end
zone, giving Seattle a two-point win. Packers players TJ. Lang,
Jermichael Finley and Josh Sitton then took to Twitter and went
on piofanity-ladenrants about the call.
<-j|
There have been no conclusions to negotiations between NFL
and the NFL Referees Association on the CBA as of yet but negotiations are still open.
•.\m| /
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we're not getting the results.
We've been competitive
in every single game and
getting a conference win
was something needed for
the team to see that we're
making progress in the
games that really matter."
Against Liberty, Jennifer
Burns opened the scoring
almost 20 minutes in, when
senior Christina Verhulst
sent in a cross to the right
post and the freshman was
there to tap it home. Burns
added a primary assist on
the Lancers' second goal
of the game with almost 10
minutes gone in the second
half, which came from junior
South African international
Stacey de Grandhomme.
Kim Ruiter scored barely a
minute later to give the hosts
a 3-0 lead that they would
not relinquish until the 63rd
minute, when the Flames'
Sarah Gipe ended freshman
Meg Mitchell's shutout bid
with areboundin front.
Against Richmond on
Saturday, the Lancers were
not so lucky, suffering a
heavy 5-2 road defeat.
Longwood fell into an early
hole in the first half, giving
up three goals in less than
seven minutes. Ruiter and
de Grandhomme were able
to put the Lancers within

one by the 45th minute, but
Richmond scored two goals
two minutes apart with 10
or so minutes to go, ending
Longwood's chance of a
major comeback.
"We had a period where
we just fell apart. They got
three quick ones, and then
we kind of kicked it into
gear. Turning it 3-2, it could
have gone either way," said
Byers.
'Tactically, we were really
happy with how we played.
We had a game plan of how
we were going to press them
and how we were going to
stop them, and we did that
[successfully]."
Up next for the team is
Temple on Friday Sept. 28
at 7 p.m. and Boston College
on Sunday, Sept. 30 at
noon. Both games are at the
Athletics Complex.
de Grandhomme and
sophomore Jessica Diaz
lead the team with six goals
each, de Grandhomme and
Diaz have three and two
assists, respectively. de
Grandhomme has a teamhigh 53 shots, 26 of which are
on goal. Burns and Verhulst
also have three assists to
their name.

Experience

LETTA BRESSIN

Contributor
T h e Washington Nationals
SFOKTS
are having their most exciting
C
OLUMN
and successful season ever.
Recently clinching their first
post-season berth since coming to Washington,
the new goal for the team is to keep winning a
few more games and zone in on the National
League East tide. This is thefirsttime a D.C.
baseball team has gone to the post-season
since the old Senators in 1933. Needless to
say. Nationals fans are going insane with the
exritement. And I happen to be one of those fans.
It was my mom's birthdayrecently,and since
the majority of the family was home, my dad
decided that the best way to celebrate was at
one of our favorite places to visit — the ballpark.
Everyone in my family is an avid baseball fan,
with my dad, my brother Bill and myself being
Washington Nationals fans. So, for my mom's
birthday we headed to Nationals Park to have
hands-down one of the best sports experiences
of my life. My dad had opted for the Lexus
Presidents Seats, and they were incredible. Those
are the seats directly behind home plate, exating
right? As much as I love watching the games
from the cheap $7 seats, there is nothing that
compares to having these seats.

"This is the first time *
a D.C. baseball team :
has gone to the postseason since the old
Senators in 1933.
Needless to say;
Nationals fans are
going insane with the
excitement."

I was only a mere 15 feet away from the players.
I could see everything that was happening in
the batter's box. I might as well have been the
umpire, and like most fans, I think I could do a
better job of it anyway. With seats like these, I
didn't miss a single thing that happened. Every
hit error, ball and strike, I saw it all.
Aside from the great seats and view that you
get in the Presidents' seats, there are a lot of other
perks to be enjoyed. There is an all you can eat
buffet with some of the best food I've ever had.
If there's a type of food you want to eat they're
going to have it. From hot dogs to smoked
salmon to brisket ifs all there. And when I
say they have hotdogs, I don't mean just any
hotdogs. They have an entire hotdog bar for you
to choose from. There's chili, cheese, steamed
buns and any other topping you can think to put
on your dog.
Along with the usual snack foods, the
ERIC HOBECK, SPORTS EDITOR (9-7):
Presidents Club also has a dessert bar with
No. 1 Alabama over Ole Miss: Alabama is an incredible team this year. Nick Sabaft's boys
all kinds of ice cream, brownies, cupcakes
won't lose this one, but it will be doser than a lot of people think Crimson Tide wins it
and cookies. You name it they've got it. Did I
by 10.
mention all of this food was free, too? It was
No. 14 Ohio State over No. 20 Michigan Sta te: Braxton Miller is one of the most underrated ballpark heaven, but enough about the food.
talents in the nation and he will lead the Buckeyes to a big win on the road. I've got Ohio
I went to the game this past Saturdayforthe
State by a touchdown.
''V game against the Milwaukee Brewers. It was
Green Bay over New Orleans: The Saints are unquestionably in a rut, and Aaron Rodgers
exating just to see the Nationals play, since
is the best quarterback in the league. There is too much negativity around the Saints'
they had justrecentlyclinched a playoff spot.
team right now, and the Packers will win by three scores.
The game itself was incredible. Everyone went
New York (Giants) over Philadelphia: Eli Manning is cmfireas of late, and I don't expect crazy in the fourth inning due to the two threethe Eagles to have much of an answer for die G-Men.
run homers hit by Ryan Zimmerman and Ian
Desmond against former Nationals pitcher
IOEY SCHUMACHER. ASST. SPORTS EDITOR <8-8FC
Livan Hernandez. It was hit after hit for the
No. 1 Alabama over Ole Miss: I've got to go with Alabama in this match-up. Ole
Nationals, noit to mention a spectacular pitching
Miss came up big last week with a shut-out against Tulane, but the tide is undefeated
performance by Gio Gonzalez. Gio achieved his
coining off of a big win of their own against Florida Atlantic this past week.
20th win of the season at this game, which is a
No. 20 Michigan State over No. 14 Ohio State: I'm going to go with Michigan State for
feat that hasn't been accomplished in Nationals
this one. Both teams are coming off of a win this week, but if s going to be Ohio State's
history ever before. As you'd imagine, the crowd
first away game so that might throw off their game a bit
went crazy. With chants of "Gio, Gio, Gio,"
Green Bay over New Orleans: Got to be the Packers in this game. Both teams have good everyone cheered as his teammates dumped the
offense and defense, so I believe ifs going to come down to who wants it more, and £ water cooler on him after the last inning.
after the call at the end of the Packers game against the Seahawks, the Packers are going
As if everything going on wasn't exating
to badly want a win.
Hwm
enough, there was even more fun to be had
Philadelphia over New York (Giants): I think the Eagles are going to take this one. Both
after the game. Country singer Dierks Bentley
trams are good with 2-1 records, but the game is in Philly so I think having all crf the J
played a post-game concert for the fans. After
|fcMl. liometown crowd there to cheer them on will give the Eagles a bit of an edge. S 3
J a 10-4 victory over the Brewers, Nationals
1
«
fans were having a blast with this additional
P GUEST; C H M M HINTTR1.E1TNER. STAFF REPORTER (GUESTS 1 0 - 6 ) : 1
concert excitement. It was nothing like I'd ever
No. 1 Aluhmma over Ole Miss: Ole Miss has a great record, but when they lose, they
experienced before. This game was incredible,
have been losing big time. When they played Texas, for example, they lost by an — j and having awesome seats only added to the
astounding 35 paints.
excitement. However, in my opinion, any seat at
No. 14 Ohio Stmts over No. 20 Michigan State: I'd love to see Michigan State beat the
a baseball game is a good seat.
Buckeyes, but it's likely that the Ohio State will win. The Buckeyes have a better record
and win probably win this one.
Often Bay over New Orleans: The Packers are 1-2 while the Saints are 0-3, but 1 predict
Cut it will be a dose game, with less than 10 points being the margin of victory.
*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
I Philadelphia over New York (Giants): I just can't stand the Giants. Call me crazy for
does not represent the mews of The Rotunda or Longwood
picking with my personal feelings, but whatever. The Eagles lost badly on Sunday but I
University.
_
just can't pick the Giants..

HE.ROTUiyDA'l
. igskintPickI'Em

mmm
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Rip Chicks: Extreme Sports Are Not Just for the Boys
gained over 80 likes and commenters
The club is not gender-biased and they can support and possibly help.
in three days. Club President Kristen anyone can join. The club was started Advanced male skaters are also an
Meredith and Club Secretary Emily by girls who skate in the Longwood important part of this club as they can
Starting a brand new club can be Gribbin spoke on Sunday about the community so the name was picked to assist in teaching new skaters."
The club hopes that they can have a
a stressful experience, especially creation of the club and what they hope celebrate women in extreme sports.
when it comes to generating interest to achieve.
According to Gribbin, "We picked joined effort to get together and have
for potential members. One club in
"It has been an idea of Kristen, who this name with the intention of going training sessions where club member
particular seems to not have any issues is the president of Rip Chicks, for some against the intimidating male bias that are split into two groups: those who
at all.
time. She wanted to create a club for the would prevent beginners or girls from have been longboarding for a while and
those who are just beginning to learn.
longboarding
community where they joining."
Rip Chicks, a club that supports
The
more experienced longboarders
could
get
together,
share
ideas
and
tips
Meredith
also
added
that,
"Girls
activity in extreme sports and
will
act
as mentors to the beginners.
about
longboarding
on
campus
...
Rip
support
lots
of
guy-based
activities,
celebrates the success of women in
Since trips require money, the club
these sports is the new club creating a Chicks would be a resource for them to and it is usually the females supporting
learn how to longboard on campus in the males, and we hope that guys will will be focusing on other sports like
buzz on campus.
Upon posting their Facebook page to a safe manner without judgment," said not see this as something they aren't snowboarding later, but they also wish
a part of, but instead as something to purchase a couple of longboards fBr
generate interest on Sept. 18, Rip Chicks Gribbin.

JESSIE PAGE

Contributor

JOHN GRAHAM

Contributor

amp
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The Longwood men's and women's
rugby teams took to the field this past
weekend to open conference play. On
Friday night, the women opened play in
the USA Small College Division against
VMI. Gabby Dixon scored in the first
minute of play and continued to lead
the team to a 77-0 victory over the in-

state rival. Scores from Diego Nance,
Summer Page and Jessica Richter and
kicking conversion from "Marti" Martin
completed the scoring. Page was named
woman of the match for her work
during the game. In three games this
season, the women have compiled a 18940 scoring lead over their opponents,
making Longwood (3-0, 1-0 USA Small
College) a contender for a deep run into
the national playoffs later this fall.

Saturday, the men played William &
Mary in the opener for both teams in the
newly formed Cardinal Conference. LU
spent long periods in the attacking end
of the field but had difficulty putting in
tries. The consistent pressure ultimately
paid off with scores from "Lion Cub"
Chamberlain, "Swag" Ottavio, Ryan
Szczypinski and Joey Burr, which
gave Longwood a 39-15 victory over
the Tribe. The Lancers are now 2-0

club use as soon as they raise the funds.
The club understands that there may be
risks involved with any sport and will
be working to create a waiver before
members participate in any physical
club activities.
Longwood students can expect to see
club fliers up and to hear about the first
club meeting soon.
Until then, students can keep up
with the Rip Chicks on Facebook or
can soon join through CollegiateLink.
Rip Chicks also hopes to sell t-shirts,
lighters and bracelets to raise funds.

overall and 1-0 in conference play. The
Cardinal Conference has Radford, VMI,
Longwood, W&M, Richmond, ODU,
VCU, Mary Washington and JMU as
members, and Longwood is expected to
contend for the title and advance to the
national playoffs along with Radford.
Playoffs begin later in the spring.
This week, both teams travel to the
University of Richmond to continue
conference play.

Women's Soccer Notebook: Lancers off to Fast Start in Conference Play
KEVIN GREEN

Staff Reporter

+

The Longwood Lancers women's soccer team
is off to a strong start in conference play following two wins this past weekend. The Lancers won
both home matches on Thursday and Saturday.
The Thursday night match against the University
of North Carolina at Asheville Bulldogs marked
the first Big South Conference game in the history
of Longwood women's soccer.
The Lancers scored four goals in the first 21
minutes of the game to cruise to a 4-0 win against
the Bulldogs. Junior midfielder Kelsey Pardue
netted two of the goals and added two assists to
lead the Lancers in scoring.
19th year head coach Todd Dyer said, "We are
excited about the result ... there was a lot of energy, a lot of excitement going into [the game].
Trying to get them to calm down a little bit and
focus and just stay in the moment and play soccer, that was the hard part."
The Lancers used the energy to jump out to an
early lead as Pardue scored the games' first goal
in just the fourth minute. Said Dyer, Pardue could
have a game like that every night. "Tonight was
one of those days where it clicked for her early ...
she went nuts tonight."
Also helping with the scoring was freshman
Alana Mackey and sophomore Kelsey McDonald
who both contributed their first goals of the season. "We were able to get some good looks and
some good finishes as well," Dyer said.
On Saturday, Pardue came up big again as the
Lancers defeated the Presbyterian Blue Hose 2-1
on Joshua Bolt Day. Pardue's goal five minutes
into overtime ended a thrilling back-and-forth affair.
The win came amid an afternoon of missed opportunities for both sides. Dyer said "For whatev-

er reason, we just did not quite have the legs that
we usually have ... we still had a lot of chances."
The game was a 0-0 deadlock at halftime as
neither team could grasp any momentum. Longwood appeared to take control in the second half
after sophomore midfielder Kylie Dyer broke
the deadlock to make it 1-0. The Lancers began
to pressure the Blue Hose after that, but several
chances were off the mark.
The failed opportunities kept Presbyterian in
the game. The Blue Hose took advantage of some
momentum late in the second half when junior
Brittany Whitson beat the Longwood defense to
tie the game. Dyer said, "They found the open
player, and they scored a goal that they deserved
because they were alert."
Despite the fact that Longwood held a 9-4 advantage in shots-on-goal in the second half, the
game was headed to overtime after 90 minutes.
Pardue's goal kept the winless Blue Hose from a
big upset. The narrow escape was the 200th career-win for Dyers.
The two home wins put the Lancers at 7-3 overall
(2-0 BSC). It is Longwood's best start since going
6-4 through 10 games to begin the 2010 season.
The wins also put Longwood in an early firstplace tie in the Big South standings with Liberty
and Winthrop. The Lancers will take to the road
and face the 3-6 (1-1 BSC) Charleston Southern
Ph«o By Statl Photograph» Laun CMte
Buccaneers tomorrow night in Charleston, SC.
Kelsey Pardue skillfully runs the ball up the field, successfully avoiding the UNC-Ashevflle Bulldogs.
On
According to Dyer, the Buccaneers are a physical
Saturday,
the
Lancers
will
face
the
3-6
(0-2
BSC)
team that is "very in-your-face with or without end, that is probably the first thing other teams
Coastal Carolina Chanticleers. The Chanticleers
the ball." To counter that, Dyer said it is a manner are going to try and take away from us."
For the Lancers, this means turning to key con- are a team Longwood has not faced since the 2009
of "playing a little more up-tempo." If the game
tributors such as senior Lindsey Ottavio. The se- season. However, Dyer said, "They will have evbecomes a "fist fight, then they win."
Other than keeping a fast tempo. Dyer said one nior co-captain has been limited in playing time erything they need to win the game if we do not
key for the offense in this road trip is to not be- due to an ankle injury. Dyer said, "If she is able to go out there and give our best performance*"
come "too predictable." According to Dyer this play 90 minutes effectively, then she is one who
means not relying heavily on one player. "Know- would play 90 minutes for us, especially in a tight
7T
ing how big [Kelsey Pardue] was for us this week- game."
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Healthier Option
available at

for exclusive
Longwood
Dining Deals
Longwood Dining Services accepts Bonus Dollars, Lancer Ca$h, Cash, & Credit
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Nuggets
now available
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